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Eight Child Welfare Measures
Introduced In House Wednesday
FRANKFORT, Ky, (UPI) —A
siackage of eight Num adminis-
tration bills dealing with child
welfare and institutionalization
Of children was introduced in
the House of R epreseotatives We-
l:Monday.
House Bill 3'79 would enlarge
the Kentucky Children's Advis-
ory Council from 12 to 18 men-
hers. It would add one member
from a list submitted to th
Kentucky Bar Association, one
from a list submitted by the
Kentucky Association of Chil-
dren and six members to repre-
sent the incipients of child wel-
fare services. It would decrease
from two members to one the
post of social worker and repre-
sentatives from the Kentucky Cit-
izens for Child Welfare.
Another, HB 378, would per-
mit circuit courts to end all
parental rights when parents re-
fuse or are physically or men-
tally unable to care for their
child properly.
HB 377 would excluse foster
homes, grow homes, day care
centers and similar institutions
Continued on Page Eight)
Seen&Neard
Around
Murray
We did not know it but there
is an organization which is call-
ed "Large Families of America,
Inc. They just changed the name
of the organization to "Lead.
ing Families of America, Inc.
The only people who can be-
long to this group are those
—Sekuolas who have four or more
They point out the following:
"23% of America's families
retie over 85% of America's
children.
"Existing large families lead in
the number of sons and daugh-
ters who serve in the armed for-
t* of the United States pre-
!Peeving the freedoms of all of
"Vitiating large families lead in
finfluencing a multitude of ac-
tivities and interests of fami-
ries covering almost the entire
sisectrum of life—and indirect-
ly affect millions of other fam-
ilies,
"Ixisting large families are the
leading consuming families in
the United States,
"Existing large families, be-
(Continued on Page Eight)
Kenneth A. Grogan
Kenneth A. Grogan who began
his work with the ASCS here in
Calloway County in 1937, has
been transferred to Floyd Coun-
ty, Kentucky to work in several
far eastern Kentucky counties,
He will be located at Preston-
burg, Kentucky.
Mr, Grogan started to work
in Calloway County in 1937 and
started with the state office in
1938. He took the position of Fie-
ld Man in the service in 1941
and worked in this capacity un-
til 1944 when he entered'the
Air Force during World War IL
When he was discharged in
1946, he moved to Murray and
aas been-glint Man siaoe that
time.
In this capacity he has work-
ed in the Purchase counties of
Calloway, Lyon, Livingston, Tri-
gg, Christian, Caldwell, Critten-
den, Webster, Union, Todd and
in other counties at various Urn.
es.
Mr. Grogan was honored with
a dinner here at the Holiday Inn
on January 30 with 108 offlcc
personnel and their wives or
husbands. The program was en-
titled "This is your life with
ASCS". A representative from
each county recounted an incident
concerning Mr. Grogan.
He and Mrs. Grogan were pre.
seated with handsome luggage
as a going away gift.
Mr. Grogan and his wife; the
former Lula Gray Wall, have
lived here in Murray at 1322
Olive Boulevard.
He will be replaced here by
one of the staff from Eastern
Kentucky.
Court Clerk's Office
To Be Open Saturdays
During This Month
Marvin Harris, Calloway Co-
unty Court Clerk, has announced
that his office will be open each
day, Monday through Saturday,
during the month of February.
The office is open from eight
a.m. to five p.m. each day during
this mouth especially for the
sale of license plates.
The deadline for purchase of
license plates at $12.50 each is
March 1. Harris said only 2,470
lates had been sold by Wednes-
day morning of this week.
Last year about 11,000 license
plates were sold by the office
of the county court clerk, so
the figure sold so far this year
Is running much lower than the
sale of last year.
Harris urges the public to buy
their plates as soon as possible
to avoid the last minute rush
near the end of February.
orman Aubrey Ray
Dies Suddenly At,
The Local Hospital
Norman Aubrey Ray suc-
cumbed Wednesday at 5:20 am.
at the Murray-alloway County
Hospital. He had been suddenly
stricken ill on Tuesday at nine
pin, at his home and was rush-
ed to the hospital where he ex-
pired the neat morning.
Ray was only 52 years of age
and was an employee in the
enamel department of the Mur-
ray Division of the Tappan
Company where he had been
employed for 4over twenty-one
years.
He was born June 19, 1917,
in Calloway County* and his
parrehts. were the late Hardy
Ray and Nellie Ray. He is sur-
vived by one sister, Miss Lo-
rene Ray of Hazel, and one
brother, Crawford Ray of Mur-
ray.
Nunn Suggests
Salary Boosts
For Teachers
FRANKFORT, Ky. (DPI)
coy. Louie B. Nunn asserted
Wednesday that he is not med-
dling, but has some realloca-
tion suggestions of his own if
the General Assembly chooses
to approve the public school
teacher pay boosts proposed in
the Democratic budget.
Nunn's suggestions would re-
sult in a base salary boost of
$100 over what the Democrats
proposed in their $37 million
reallocation of his $3.1 billion
executive budget. He said his
Fellowship Breakfast
Planned By Shrineri
Members of tne Murray-Cal-
tsway County Shrine Club and
their families will have their
mrenthly fellowship breakfast at
the Holiday Inn on Sunday,
February 8, at nine a. m.
Following the breakfast the
group will attend the 10:50 a.
tng -service at. the First-.United
Mrshoatist-Churviss- . -
proposal would invoi ve the
same $18.6 million the Demo-
crats are talking about giving
'teachess .for pay hikes.
Under the gcvernor's propo-
sal, using $5,700 as in example
salary, teachers would 'receive
a. boost of $100 the first .year.
That $100 would be carrier
over to the second year and
$800 more would be added ts
bring the total boast to $500
inclusive and the base salary
level to $6,100.
The Democrats proposed
when they substituted their bill
for Nunn's in the House earlier
this week, the teachers receive
$200 the first year. That $200
would be carried over and an
other $100 would be added the
next year.
This would still involve $500
total, but the salary base would
only be raised to $6,000.
Should the Democrats regain
the Statehouse in 1971. they
o .1u1.1 find a base s...ary level
6100 higher for teachers than
Icanalnuell.-Os )4ags.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at two p.m. at the Hazel
Baptist Church with Bro. B. R.
Winchester and Bro. Bill John-
son officiating.
Pallbearers will be Jess Pat-
terson, Charles Wilson, Junior
Ray, Bill Jones, and Ed Miller.
Interment will be in the Ha-
zel Cemetery with the arrange-
ments by the Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel where friends
may call.
Patrick J. Estes
Promoted In Korea
To Master Sgt.
M-Sgt. Patrick James Estes
Master Sergeant Patrick
mes Estes, son-in-law of Mrs.
ttie F. Brandon of Murray,
as been promoted to his pres-
nt rank by Lt. Col. Clark G.
Henry of the United States
Marine Corps and General K.
'm Min of the Republic of
area Marine Corps.
Estes was given the promo.
ion in ceremonies in Chinhae,
Korea, in December 1989.
His..yrife, the former Brenda
Brandon 'of Murray, and three
diughters are residintin Mur-
ray while M-Sgt. Estes is serv-
ing -in Korea in the capacity of
a Special Advisor to the Repub-
lic of Korea Marine Corps.
•A Korean conflict veteran.
11Set. Estes has been on active
duty with the Marine Corps
(or te past atvaitteen end o
at sears.
-
I
IS
Last night's snow transformed t .prosaic scene of cast iron water pipes and a bush, into a soft winter scene possessed of a striking beauty all its own. The
moist snow is piled high on the ' in the foreground which would make it & morning. welcome sight on any Christmas rni A sharp contrast is noted between theIst4:
black cast iron pipes and the bri nth, white snow. The picture Is filled with snowflakes falling past the camera as this shot was made this morning at Eighteenth
and Main Streets. Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon.
—
Dog Pound
Censured By Jury
The Grand Jury for the Feb-
ruary 1970 term of Calloway
Circuit Court made its report
to the Judge James M. Lassiter
this morning.
Inspection of all the county
buildings was made by the mem-
bers of the Grand Jury. Spec-
ial needs of the Dog Pound
and the County Farm were
mentioned in their report. The
jury Commended the appearan-
ce of the Health Center and
the ,County Jail, and also the
meet improvements to the of-
fices of the Cireuit Court Clerk
and the County Judge.
The report said that "the dog
pound is in an unsatifactory
condition and we feel that
something needs to be done
for the daily care of dogs hes
pounded there, especielly due
ing extremely cold weather. We
found that the water is frozen,
and that closer supervision o
the animals is needed' -
Members of the jury -are W.
C. Elkins, foreman, Harcliman
Miller, Galen Thurman, Mrs.
Bennie Purcell, Mrs. Mildred
Ragsdale, Marshall Garland,
Dennis Boyd, Mrs. Cliff- Camp-
bell, Joseph Williford, Mrs. Ro-
bert Hendon, Mrs. Ted Potts,
and Paul Blalock.
The indictments made by the
Grand Jury will be released la-
ter today, according to the of-
fice of James Blalock, Circuit
Court Clerk.
The case of Bill ̀ Crouse vs.
Home- Indeminity and Murray
Insurance Agency was being con.
tinued this afternoon in Cal-
loway Circuit Court with Judge
James M. Lassiter presiding.
Yesterday morning the case
regarding car insurance was
opened.
The next case on the court
docket is scheduled for Wed-
nesday, February 11, at nine
a. m. when the petit jury will
report back to the court.
Garden Department To
Hold Dinner Meeting
The Carden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
a Valentine dinner at the clut
house tonight (Thursday) at 6:3C
p.m.
Miss Maude Nance will be in
charge of the special program
Of music and Mrs. L. W. Pas-
chall will give the Sevotion.
Hostesses are Mesdames Hu-
mphreys Key, Clifton Key; 1. B.
Wilson, Harold Douglass, and
Desn liagsdale. 
-
On! Injured In
Accident Here
On Wednesday
Peggy Brandon, age 29, of
719 Nash Drive, Murray, was
reported injured in a two car
collision yesterday at 3:15 p. m.
on Locust Street, according to
the report, filed by the_investi-
gating officer of the Murray
Police DepartMent.
The injured person was treat-
ed at the emergeney room of
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She had a contusion
to the right knee, according to
h_osoital officials.
Cars -involved were a 1966
Dodge two door hardtop owned
by Jerry Jones of 9th and Pop-
lar, and driven by Eugene Don-
ald Peal of Hazel Route Two,
and a 1962 Volkswagen two
door owned by Jackie Brandon
and driven by Mrs. Brandon.
Police said Peal, going east
on Locust, said he was sitting
in his lane ofitraffic waiting for
other cars ahead of him to
move. Mrs. Brandon, also going
east on Locust, said she didn't
See the Peal car stopped in
front_ of him until it was too
late to avoid a collision, accord-
ing to the police report.
Damage to the Dodge was
on the left 'rear and to the
Volkswagen on the frOnt end
and windshield.
Another accident was report-
ed yesterday at 5:30 p. m. at
7th and Main Streets.
Involved were a 1963 ,Chev-
rolet four door owned by Owen
'Wheeler and driven by Karen
Nancy Wheeler of Hickory
Route One, and a 1965 Ford
Mustang two door hardtop dri-,
ven by Robert Gray Spann of
Dalton, Ga.
Police said the Wheeler car
v.as going south on 7th .Street
and collided with the Spann
ear going west on Main Street.
Nfrs. Wheeler said the stop sign
at 7th and Main was knocked
Id iwn, according to the police
rrport.
Damage to the Wheeler car
...is on the left front fender and
itsir and to the Spann car on
e front bumper, hood, and
ITEMS STOLEN
Donnie Tucker of 802 North
• •'h Street reported to the
\I irray Police Department this
.rning that his coat, Pair of
yes,. and a --hot rod hook was
len from his automobile
trked ler-the -driveway of his
WEATHER REPORT
1111441 Primo Istersollosiir
West Kentucky: Snow this
morning with clearing begin-
ning by late this afternoon.
-Partly cloudy tonight and Fri-
day. High today 40 to 48, low
tonight in the 30s, high Friday
in the middle 40s to middle 50s.
Wind -southerly 10 to 15 miles
per hour with gusts to 25 miles
per hour today, lowering to 6
to 12 miles per hour tonight.
Probability of rain 20 per cent
today. Saturday partly cloudy
and mild.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.7,
up 0.9; below dam 311.1, up 1,6
no gates open.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.2, up
0.8; below dam 320.9, up 1.1„
Sunrise 6:56; sunset 5:26.
Moon rise 6:53 a.m.
Unexperld San
Covers Calloway
Co. During Night
An unexpected snow fell dur
ing the night covering Callo-
way County under about one
inch of snow, and closing Cal
loway County schools once a
gain.
Streets and highways, altho-
ugh dangerous to drive on this
morning, did not equal the
“slicked” day of the year, the
evening of Monday February
2, when automobile drivers
Senate Passes Bill Removing
Interest Ceiling From Bonds
By GLEN CARPENTER
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) —
A prime plank of the Democratic
party, to increase the member-
ship of the State Air Pollution
Control Commission, was passed
by the Senate Wednesday and sent
to the governor.
The Senate also unanimously
adopted a measure and sent it
to the House to remove the in-
terest rate ceiling for the sale
of bonds to finance public con-
struction projects.
The air pollution bill would in-
crease the membership of the
commission to 13 by adding two
new members representing the
"general public." The measure,
which previously passed the Ho-
use, was advocated by the Demo-
cratic leadership of both cham-
bers. It is aimed at answering
criticism that the present 11-
member commission is too in-
dustry-oriented.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn has ex-
pressed the opinion the Demo-
erotic move is a rather innocio-
us one, and not the answer to air
pollution control. But he is ix
expected to veto the bill.
The interest rate bill, spon-
sored by Elizabethtown Demo-
crat Walter "Dee" Huddieston,
the majority floor leader, Would
remove .the present ceilings of
6',2 to 7 percent on bond issues
that are sold by public bodies
such as schodl boards. '
4„. -Huddiesten noted jha
"extreme importance" to public
agencies in their building pro-
grams.
"Many of the projects that
(Continued on Page Eight)
Valentine Dance To Be
Held On Friday By
Murray State Society
She Murray State University
Women's Society will sponsor
a Valentine Dance at the Wood-
man of •.th'e- World Building,
South 3rd and Maple Streets,
on Friday, February 6, from
eight p. in. until-- midnight.
Music will be by the Frank
Puzzulo Combo. Tickets are
three dollars a couple and may,
be obtained at the door.
For information concerning
the dance,'call Mrs. Don Hunt-
er, social chairman for the
dance.
ONE CITED
One person was cited for
speeding last eight by the Mur-
ray Polka Department.
SENIOR MEET
The Senior Citizens Club
Meeting and potluck lunched?'
scheduled for Frida'y at noon
at the Comniunity Center has
heen canielkd .due to the wee-
0 =A t 013 ^ f mpg rer- -
found they had no control .,at
all except at exeremely low
speeds.
Calloway County Schools have
missed ten days so far this
year because of snow or icy
roads. The normal school term
was to have ended on May 26,
however apparently school will
now' be continued on into June
in order to maintain the record
of 175 school days for the year.
Some part of the annual "Spring
Vacation" may be used as regu-
lar school days, in order to
keep the school year from ex-
tending too fax into Jsme. This
has not been decided as yet.
however.
Murray High School and the
city system has missed two
days thus far, however it is in
a better position to make up
lost days than the county sy-
stem.
Snowfall last year totaled
13.94 inches. This winter Cal-
loway County saw 6.60 inches
fall in Decimber. and 4.13 in-
ches last month. Thus , far in
February .4 inches fell on Feb.
ruary 2 and last eight about
one inch fell for a total this
winter of 11.77 inches.
• Snow was falling this morn-
ing when county resident* woke
up andAtentinued to fall dur-
ing morning although the tem-
perature hovered around freez-
ing.
Last month there-were twen-
ty-nine days with beta, freez-
ing temperatures. The normal_
for January. here is 38.4 de-
grees and the average for this
year was -28.2. degrees.
A high of 71 was registered
on January 28 and the low was
five below early on the morn-
ing of January 7.
Although snow continued , to
fall this morning the weather-
man predicted a high today of
40 to 48 With a . probability of
rain today of , per result.
Murray and Calloway County
delvers have . had 'much prac-
tice this year in driving on ley
streets, however a rash of ac-
cidents has accompanied each
snsivfall this yeer, with post I.
'night. of February 2
bringing In the Urged number
frly
•
an,s,
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Quotes Frotrahe News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
CAPE KENNEDY — Astronaut James E. Lovell, announc-
ing that the Apollo 13 mission will be his fourth and last space--
flight:
"There's a lot of people
fly but haven't flown yet .
share. This will be ray last o
in the space program who want to
. I think I've had more than My
ne."
BELFAST — A Roman
renewed violence in divided
"Both sides have arms.
ments."
Catholic. warning of the danger of
Northern Ireland:
and they were not bought as orna-
WASHINGTON — —Dr. Stanley F. Yolles, No. 1 mental
health researcher for the government. Gag on some -of
marijuana's "troublesome" side effects: .
"Its sometimes pleasurable effects, can be counteracted by
considerable discomfort. dizziness or sluggishness."
4' + + •
• NEW YORK-  "GiVeateltriturn—gfichaer13rodYl -e7cplainIng
why he is retiring at the age of 21:
"I don't have 48 missile bases. I don't have any of that stuff.
I can't seem to get anywhere in the United States . . . I am call-
ing my career to an end. The world isn't ready for me yet,"
Withhold not good from them to whom ll is due, when it is in the
power of thine hand to do it. — Proverbs 3:27.
Do what you can from a glad and generous heart.
TO FILM STORY fWIUIams, his manager dis-
sed Thursday.
BOON (UP.— Two movie Fred Cotcoran said the
studios2and a national television ormer Red Sol star who now
network are negotiating for the manages the Washington Sena-
right to film the life story of tors would play himself in one
baseball Hall 01 Famer Ted arrangement under coasidera.
TV CAMEOS: James Brolin
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY. 
KENTUCKY
WORLD WEEK
I
NEARLY ALL RED CHINA'S
50,000 SUPPOST TROOPS
REPORTED WITHDRAWN
FROM NORTH VIETNAM
SOME MOVED INTO LAOS
3,000 MARINES OEGIN
50,000-MAN THIRD PHASE
OF US VIET WITHDRAWAL
ALMANAC
United Press International
Today Is Thursday, Feb. 5,
the 36th day of 1970 with 329 to
follow.
The moon is in its last
quarter.
The morning stars are
Mercury and Jupiter.
The evening star! are Venus,
Mars and Saturn, -
On this day in history
In 1631 British clergyman
Roger Williams arrived in
Salem, Mass., seeking religions
freedom. He founded the colony
of Rhode Island.
In 1904 Russia and Japan
broke diplomatic relations in a
dispute over Korea and Manch.
uria.
In 1945 the U.S. Army brok€
through Germany's Siegfried
Line.
, In 1965 an airliner crashed in
Chile, killing 82.
In 1968 North Vietnamese
forces opened an attack on
outposts near Khe Sank,
---
A thought for the day:
George Payne Rainsford said,
"Age is the most terrible
misfortune that can happen to
any man; other evils will mend,
this is every day getting
worse."
tion. He did not identify use
firms involved.
Williams' best-selling biogra-
phy, "My Turn at Bat," is in
Its fourth printing.
Long Road Finally Turned for Brolin
Of MIL MEURER
NOW ABOUT the overnight
SUCCESS.
There ain't no such animal,
of course—not even Elvis Pres-
ley, who thrashed around in the
canebrakes for years before hit-
ting it large—tand Jim Brolin,
who's Dr. Steven Kiley on ABC-
TV's "Marcus Welby, M.D.," is
the latest case in point
The big, good-looking Brolin
seemed to pop up from nowhere
when the Welby series went—
successfully—on the air, but the
truth Ls, he had been around.
He had been around for eight
years, with alternating streaks
of acting work and no-acting
work, and atop all that, he had
more than 500 hours of class-
room study with such coaches
as Stella Adler and Bob Gist.
• • •
"MATTER of fact," Jim says
with a smile, "at one point, I
even took three years out to
work In my father's construc-
tion business. I began as a com-
mon laborer, helping build a
giant apartment complex, and
after a while became a kind of
supervisor, who had to make
sure the plasterers didn't come
In before the electriciana and
That hiatus came after Bro-
lin had been signed to a con-
i. by 20th Century-Fox,
where mostly he sat around and
did nothing. But even when he
was working in construction, he
knew, of course -- actors are
homing pigeons, that way— that
he wanted to emote He kept in
touch. Now and then he saw
casting directors. "Listen," he
says, "I didn't mind the con-
struction business—in fact, I
liked it--but I knew it wasn't
what I wanted to do the rest of
my life."
He and his slim blonde wife,
Jane Agee, who was an assist-
ant casting dtreetor for •'•Bat-
A SWITCH in agents, a hook- man"—"and won me because I
up with Universal, which started was impressed by the fact that
giving him acOng jobs and Jim she built her own coffee table"
Brolin was out of the building --spend all their spare time
business and back in never- now raising Appaloosa horses
never land. The Universal peo- in the San Fernando Valley - -
pie were ready to talk contract and raising Josh Broil& aged
three days after he went to see nearly two. Ultimately. the Bro.
them A Rock Hodson type at lins hope to gig into the' thor-
9 feet 4 inches, Jim seems a, oughbted breeding business. my personality, whatever it
nicovH and TV natural. and the "Jim works sometimes from May be, will help me get there,
wonder is that other studios five a.m, to sieven-thirty at, In films, good,actors play the
41idri t spot thcapotential earlier. rdight on the sbow." Jane says, feature 'roles. Peillkonallties, a la
ABC and Universal oft 'claim "Ind when he gets home. he's , Gable and Spencer Tracy, are
were muU1isnotas in picking him apt to go right out to our isnrre-ILthe liters." 
. , _
insprie_r_ea -by Wins Feature,.
411 • .
. .„
Jim Broil,' (left), shown with co-star Robert Young of "Mama
Welby, M.D.," put in three years in the construction business
before at lost lotting his break in the t•levision business:
for "Welby" after he tested es and take sere of them. In
with the show's star. Robert facedie's building a' foaling staff
Young, and he's been happy right now.'
ever since. After the fourth Los ARgeles-born, Jim attend-
show, sponsorship for the whole ed Santa Monism Junior.College
year was sold and it has been and UCLA, and the first pro-
well up Ift-I3seratingst with feasional acting job he had was
la.gt ht prospects for next sea- in a "Bus Stop" episode while
at 30th Cesatury. He's a surfer
and skth diver, is. versatile
enough to try adaptation of a
novel for screen - - he's doing
that now--and does all his own
handywork around the house.
• • •
"MY GOAL is not such a long-
range one." he says realistically.
"I want to be a good actor, but
I also want to be in big movies
with the best people. It's that
simple. I suppose I'm hopeful 
MOON LANDING COST
$194 IIILUON PROM
el INCEPTION, SAYS
NASA IN WASHINGTON
NIXON'S VITO Of 197
04FLATIONAI T
HEW SILL IS SUSTAINED
NEW ORLEANS
IN THIOIS OF
MARDI GAAS
19 OF 30 ON PLANE TRAEUNG
CAMPAIGN Of PRESIDENTIAL
CANDIDATE IN MEXICO KILLED
IN CRASH ON MOUNTAINSIDE
MEXICO SIX
CRASH MAO
TOLL IS 25
New Report
Sheds Light
On Protests
By FREDERICK H. TREESH
United Press International
Nearly everybody has an
opinion on student protests_ Ya.
there is a general pane:trot
information on who is protest-
ing, valat they're prntest-ing
about and what the results the
protests gclwer1f_y_9_bta1n.
Shedding somgk, on Se
nature of student unrest is a
new report by the Urbim
Research Corp. of Chicago,
which analyzed incidents of
disorder on U.S. campuses
between January and June of
last year. It reported there
were 292 mador protests at 232
colleges and universities during
that period,
Principal findings of the
report included:
— Black recognition and
student power were the major
Issues in an overwhelming
percentage of the protests (49
and 44 per cent, respectively).
War related issues were raLseg
in 22 per cent of the protests
but only 2 per cent were aimed
directly at stopping the war.
Quality of student life was a
more frequent issue (28 per
cent).
Race Frequent Issue
— Black students were in-
volved in more than half of all
the protests. Racially integrat-
ed protests were rare (16 per
cent). More black courses and
more student participation deci-
sion-making were the ma*
issues among blacks, The war
was negligible.
—Surprisingly, the New Left
— Students for a Democratic
Society and other identifiable
radicals— were nvolved in less
than ' half of the protests
involving white students and
only 28 per cent of all incidents.
Student power (46 per cent),
quality of student life (35 per
cent) and war related issues
(35 per cent) were dominant in
the white student protests.
— Forcible tactics (picketing
th0 obstructed buildings, sei-
zure or disruptive interference)
occurred in about one-half of
the protests. The character of a
protest often changed in mid-
course but the most severe
tactic used was strike or
seizure in 26 per cent of the
incidents, disruption in 15 per
cent, sit-in in 15 per cent and
boycott in 8 per cent), The
survey considered the sit-in and
boycott as "non-forcible".
Violence Uncommon
Violence, meaning action by
protesters or police that result.
ed in death, injury or property
damage or direct student-police
confrontation, was not the
general rule, the report said.
There were two deaths and
injuries occurred in 22 protests
(7 per cent of the total).
Bombings or fires occurred in
19 per cent,
The least violence occurred in
protests by whites without New
Left involvement, the report
found.
• Arrests occurred in 17 per
cent of the protests and
expulsions or suspensions in 12
per cent.. .Blacks were arrested
In higher percentages and New
Leftists were suspended or
expelled more than twice as
faequently as ot; white
protesters or black.s."'
Blacks and mixed group,,
were half again as successful in
having AL Past .one. demand_
granted as were whites. By
Issues, one or more demand
was granted on black recogni-
tion (49 per cent), student
power (42 per cent), quality of
student life (45 per cent) at
war-related (24 per cent).
f
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mutual withdrawal by the aging
person and his social environ-
ment
Many of the men in the
study maintained a high level of
social integration over the
10-year study period. Many
ranked well on the study's rat-
ings of such things as general.,
outlook, regular activities, the'
degree to which the person's en-
gagements were passive or
active, and the amount, kind,
and degree of social interaction.
In view of the large and in-
creasing numbers of aging per-
sons in our population, the ins-
YABLONSKI KEY James. C.
Phillips sabovel. who report-
edly gave information to the
FBI on the three men indict-
ed in Cleveland in the mur--
ders of UMW leader Joseph
Taliknak1 and his lyife and
daughter. has been named as
a co-conspirator in the case.
Phillip s. 23. reportedly
backed out of the conspiracy
before the murders.
Cope Infant
Funeral Held
Funeral services for Richard
Bradley Cope, infant son of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Cope of
Benton Rt. 1, were conducted at
2 p.m. Wednesday at the Collier
Funeral Chapel. The Rev,
Artelle Wright officiated. Burial
was in Cole Cemetery .
The child died at 6:45 p.m.
Tuesday in Benton Memorial
Hospital.
He is survived by his grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Irvan W.
Cope of Benton Rt. 3 and Mr.
and Mrs. Have Mc1Cendree of
Benton Rt. 1, and his great-
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Guy McCain of Benton Rt. 3
and Mr. and Mrs. John Lewis
Green of Benton Rt. I.
RELIGIOUS STRIFE
FLARES AGAIN IN
NORTHERN IRELAND
NIGESIA TO EXPEL
75 OR MORE WAR
RELIEF WORKERS
WHO AIDED !MAFIA
JOHANNESBURG PROSES COLLISION
OF TRAIN, SUS THAT KILLED 23
HOMEBOUND SCHOOL CHILDOEN
MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS
Stanley F. Yol les, M.D.
DireCtor
National Institute
of Mental Health
-Ortivr Ads me._
the best is yet to be."
To many, these wocis of the
poet,- Robert Browning. may
have seemed bitterly untrue.
Ihe.exngrienrxs .21 others or
our own experiences may have
suggested that the last part of
life is the worst period of all.
But a recent report on a
10-year National Institute of
Mental Health study of
healthy, aged men, ranging
from 65 to 91 years, with The
average age 71, indicates that
Browning's idea can be right.
The senior years, the study
shows, can be full of new,
complex, planned activities
rather than progressive disen-
gagement from life and social
environment. But a rewarding
old age is achieved only
through concentrated effort and
hard work. Satisfactions and
avoidance of frustrations are
not handed to oldsters on a
silver platter.
Today, people are living
longer. For many, the senior
years may cover a quarter of a
century—a period longer than
the formative years of growth
and early development and  
almost as long as the total life
span was less than 100 years
ago.
So far, however, develop-
ments of the later years and the
interrelationships Of the indi-
vidual and his environment in
those years have received rela-
tisely little reiearch attention
compared to that given earlier
stages of life.
The scientific study of aging,
known as gerontology, is just
beginning to fill in these-sparse
areas and will, undoubtedly pro-
vide future information highly
useful in showing us ways to
better old-age living.
The institute study is of this
kind of scientific inquiry. Its
findings did not support the
theory held by scene authorities
and called the "disengagement
theory." This holds that old age
is necessarily characterized by a
ntuc
FALL AND WINTER VACATIONS
5 ii'Ms '44
double occupancy • per person
At a Modern
Resort Lodge
•
Planned Recreation
Programs & Special
Evening
Entertainment
AT THESE KENTUCKY STATE PARKS: • Cumberland falls
at Corbin • General Butler at Carrollton • Jenny Wiley at Prestonsburg
• Kentucky Dam Village at Gilbertlyille • Late Cumberland at lames
town • Natural Bodge at Slade • Carter Caves at Olive Hill
BankAmericard and any INTERBANK card honored
The $11 package rate per person includes meals entertainment and
double emseenry) in a luxurious room with twc double beds.
4froirtrilinday evening dinner through Thursday lunch every week from
October I?. 1969 through March 26 1970
CO COMP., 110141rM110ht Emelt/wt. 15071 223 7371 see your Iasi Li .gent
Tor brochure orrihr haw, 55fl555 flp 40101 Dr pa Omani k, LI
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SAFETY 'MIND BY RADAR—Two brothers demonstrate in
Washington their new radar device designed to aid emer-
gency stops plus keeping a safe distance. Radar impulses
—ere sent out and received by a gear on the grill, and the
impulses received trigger an electromagnetic driver which
-takes control of brake and throttle. The brothers are (rear'
John V. Flannery, 40, president of Bentley Associates,
Chelmsford, Mass., and Paul Flannery.
portance of gerontology and its
research to all of us, whatever
age group we are now in, can
scarcely be overstated; and we
do know enough already to be -
reasonably sure that there are
helpful answers to be found.
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TVA News letter
TImaatvolume is increasing
in a y area of west Ken-
tucky even though the forest area
Is decreasing, according to areo-
eat Tennessee Valley Authority
survey of forest resources in
Calloway, Graves, Marshall, sad
McCracken Counties.
The TVA survey reveals a con-
tinuing natural growth with great-
er volumes in the four counties
than in 1963 , despite the steady
reduction in forest area where
clearing is being done, mostly
to increase pasture area. Total
growing stock now amounts to
270 million cubic feet of wood,
compared to 203 million in 1963,
an increase of over 5 percent.
The average volume of 4,500
board feet of sawtimber per acre
of woodland in the 4-county unit
Is almost double the Tennessee
Valley average of 2,320 board
feet.
Despite the steadily increas-
ing timber volume of the four
counties, a census made in 1965
found that they had only 12 forest
products industries —7 sawmills,
2 stave and beading mills, a chur-
ch furniture plant, a veneer plant
and a pallet plant. In 1965 these
plants provided wages of almost
a half-million dollars and turned
out products worth almost $3
An evaluation of wildlife habi-
tat, included in the forest survey,
showed that 38 percent of the
land in the four counties is suit-
bie for wigs-tailed deer, 52
percent for squirrel, 52 percent
for raccoon, 2 per cent for turkey,
70 percent for cottontail rabbit,
and 70 percent for quail.
These counties include two wi-
ldlife areas managed by the state.
The West Kentucky Wildlife Man-
agement Area provides hunting
for white - tail deer, bob - white
quail, mourning cove, raccoon,
gray squirrel, and cottontail ra-
bbit. The Kentucky Waterfowl
Management Area along Kentuc-
ky Lake shoreline offers good
hunting for ducks, geese, and
small upland game.
TVA's forest inventory progr-
am is a basic part of its contin-
uing efforts to develop the forest
resource in the Tennessee Valley
to maximum productivity in ter-
ms of both economic and social
benefits.
Copies of the survey report
are available from the TVA Di-
vision of Forestry, Fisheries,
and Wildlife Development, Norr-
is, Tennessee 37828.
Build—up snacks -
NEW YORK (UPI) —The old
standbys, malts and milk shakes,
make good after school snacks.
They supply protein, vitamins
and minerals
Milk combined with fruit
gives another special flavor.
Made by mixing one cup milk
and a third of a cup of fruit
whipped in a blender, it supplies
a cooling drink. For cold
weather, hot tomato juice or
cocoa make nutritious after
school drinking.
Dogs can be
good medicine
NEW YORK (UPI) — For an
elderly person who lives alone, a
dog's a very good friend, says
Dr. Boris Levinson of Yeshiva
University.
Surprisingly often, the canine
perks up his owner's health and
rekindi his, will to. live,
according to the psychologist.
What's more, walking the dog
helpe. the owner to get regular
daily exercise, Feeding the dog
gAzes the, elderly person a job to
do„regularlY.
TELESC9PED CARS are evidence of impact in that collision of
two trains north of Buenos Aires, worst rail accident in the
nation's hiatiary. After 24 hours, 129 bodies had been re-
covered from the mangled wreckage. Iiiidi-ophoto)
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Foiled solid milk chocolate
heart in beautifully design-
ed window box.
CONVERSATION
HEARTS
Tiny Ones, Large Ones,
Cinnamon Hearts.
DELUXE
SATIN
CORSAGE HEARTS
Heart shaped boxes filled
with assortment of high
quality centers covered
with thick, rich milk
or dark chocblate:
Mov
The Dick Cii-ven Show
Trig D.s Cave" Show
Albertson
Is Puzzled
Over Oscar
By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (IWO-- When
Jack Albertsou won the best
supporting actor Academy
Award last year he was
somewhat deflated by an old
vaudeville pal who zapped him
with warm congratulations.
"You've done a wonderful
thing for all us old tiaiers," he
told the triumphant Albertson.
The Oscar winner, still
flushed with joy at his good
fortune, pressed his friend for
an explanation.
"If you can make it ..."
Wryly, Albertson recalled the
exchange and agreed that he
was lucky to be the right man
In the right place for his award-
GREETING
CARDSIF
5ANa AM ERICARD
LEDGER & TIMES
winning role in "The Subject
was Roses."
Is Puzzled
With less amusement, he is
puzzled why his performance
was considered a supporting
one and not a leading role—yet
grateful that he wasn't bucking
Peter O'Toole, Dustin Hoffman
and Cliff Robertson kwho won
best actor Oscar) in the leading
man division.
Moreover, Albertson is
pleased the he has never been
more in demand, having only
three weeks vacation during the
past year,
Ten years ago he was
working ;or $25 a week in a
little theater groups in and
around Los Angeles, just
another ex-hoofer with an
album full of clippings from his
enlad days on Broadway.
"I was one of the best
hoofers," Albertson said, "but!
was so frightened of audiences
I danced seven years without
lifting my eyes from my feet. I
had the personality of an Army
blanket.
Turns To Comedy
"Then I turned to comedy.
MURRAY. KENTUCKY
The last thing I ever thought
I'd be is a ctramatic actor."
Albertson was prudent enough
to have a long chat with his
agents anent his salary alter
winning the Oscar. Many an
award wiener has priced
himself out of the market after
winning, .then blamed years of
unemployment to the "Oscar
jinx." Albertson kept his salary
wit* reason.
"There's no denying the
Oscar is reponsible for the fact
that I'm playing larger and
more interesting parts now,"
Albertson said.
"I'd like to be In the running
for an Oscar again this year,"
the actor conchtded. "The only
disaPpointing thing about win-
ing last year is that I haven't
Mowed It up with another top
ole in a big film."
Hazardous job
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) —
Four Kentucky governors have
flied in office and a fifth,
William Goebel, was massinated
before assuming office after his
election in 1900.
VALENTINE
CARDS
WITH LOLLIPOPS
THURSDAY — FEBRUARY 5, WO
BIG NAMES file for U.S. senator in Columbus. Ohio. Left: Gov. James A. Rhodes (coatless),
Republican, files his petitions with Secretary of State Ted Brown: Right: Focnier astro-
naut John Glenn, Democrat, is accompanied by his wife as he files likewise with Brown.
CHOCOLATE
HEARTS
Plastic tray of 8 colorfully
foiled solid milk chocolate
hearts nestled around a de
corated hollow milk choco-
late heart.
;IT FOILEDHEART
Assortment of delicious
centers richly coated in
either milk or dark choco-
late.
Other Heart Shape Boxes
1.17 to 4.66
BAG OF 20
VALENTINES
10C T° $1 MO
with matching envelopes jif
VALENTINE
HEART POPS
ASSORTMENT
VALENTINES
26 Valentines with
matching envelopes
Choose front: Golden Glitter, Walt DlirViiy, Sock It To Me,
Buttons and Bows, Trio Pack."
BEL AIR SHOPPING. CENTER
ACRES of FREE PARKING
PAGF. FOUR THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY. 
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Burkeen, Duncan
Wed By Candlelight
The candlelit auditorium of
the Union Hill Church of Christ
was the setting for the double
ring ceremony uniting Miss
Janice Kay Burkeen and Cleo
Duncan. The vows were solem-
nized at 7:30 in the evening,
Friday, December 19 by Broth-
er Willis Green, former min-
otter a( the Union 11111 church
of Christ.
The bride is the only daugh-
ter of mr. and Mrs. Edward
Burkeen of Benton, Kentucky
Route One. The groom is the
son of mr. and Mrs. R.B. Hol-
land of Dexter, Ky. Route One.
A program of nuptial music
Including "Fairest Lord
Jesus," and "Oh Promise Me,"
was presented by Mr. David
Sutherland and sirs. Laurie
York.
The guest register was kept
by Miss Carolyn Duncan, sister
of the groom.
The wedding party was assem-
bled before an arch decorated
with white gladioli, porn poms,
and fern. Floral arrangements
of mums, gladioli, and porn
penis were placed on either
side of the four, seven branched
traditional candelabra holding
white tapers which were lighted
by Rickey Bowerman, cousin
of the bride, and Anthony Dun-
can, brother of the groom.
Greenery was the background
on either side of the arch and
floral arrangements.
The bride was given in mar-
riage by her father. She was
attired in a formal length gown
of Iiiiparteribrganza. The oval
neckline was encircled with tiny
seed pearls forming *brocaded
design of flowers. The sleeves
ox the gown had an A-line look
also arcented with tiny seed
pearls which complemented the
crescent waistline. The slight-
ly A-line skirt was unadorned
and fell gracefully to the floor.
A cascading train, connected at
the shoulder highlighted the
back of the gown.
The bride wore an elbow,
triple-tiered veil of imported
silk illusion, secured to a sun-
burst of peau de sole petals
trimmed with crystals and
pearls. The bride carried a
cascade bouquet of white baby
mums with white satin stream-
ers.
Miss Menai Byers served as
maid of honor. She was attired
in a floor-length A-line dress
of olive green velvet with baby
doll sleeves. A large white vel-
vet bow was at the back of the
empire waist with floor length
streamers. Her headpiece was
triple tiered tulle gathered and
attached to a velvet bow. She
carried a large white mum with
white and green streamers. The
bridesmaids were miss Cheryl
Smith, Miss June Farris, and
Miss Pam Bowerman. The at-
tendants wore gowns identical
to the maid of honor. The at-
tendants designed and made
their gowns. The headpieces
were designed and made by-iers.
Kathyrn Bowerman.
Attending the groom as best
man was Charles Duncan,
brother of the groom. The
groomsmen were Rielry Bow-
erman, Ronnie Burkeen, cous-
ins of the bride and Anthony
Duncan, brother of the groom.
Mrs. Burkeen, mother of the
hilde chose fOr her daughter's
wedding a gold double - knit,
VIM [fled wttyh te on the
sleeves. $lit own acces-
sories.
Mrs. Holland, mother of the
froom, wore a beige knit dress
with white and black acces-
sories. Both mothers wore a
double carnation at the should-
er.
Following the ceremony a re-
ception was held at the home
of the bride. serving were Mrs.
Katherine Bowerman, aunt of
the bride and Mrs. Wilma BY-
era, friend of the bride.
For travelling the bride wore
a navy blue dress with a wide
belt at the waist. She had red
accessories and a white double
carnation at the shoulder.
Parties honoring the bride
Included a personal shower
given by miss Pain Bowerman
and miss Debbie Hale, at the
Bowerman home. A household
shower was given by Mesdames
Kat hy r n Bower man, Linda Car-
ter, Nella Mae Bowerman, and
Linda Lofton.
The couple now resides at
Benton Route I.
.. By United Press International
- flame-retardant draperies for
&e popular -priced martet are
called "cease-fire." The manu-
facturer says the drapes represent
a major contribution to home
safety for the American house-
wife and her family. When flame
is applied to the drapes, they
only char. The flame does not
spread. Window hangings in the
past have contributed to the
spread of fire in some homes.
Ue-drsrpesevillereasie alsoielane
retardancy through three. dry-
cleanings - the average life of
household drapes-
(M. Lowenstein & Son,. Incl.
New in pantyhose and stock-_
Ted Oaks Honored r
On His Birthday._ Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
"The Oaks House", northeast
of Murray, was the scene of a
birthday party given in housed
Ted Oaks by his wife.
Mrs. Oaks served canner lir
the twelve per sons present. Ake
and dip were served in the Lt9136
room. The dining room table
was overlaid with an imported'
cloth from Europe and was cen-
tered with a wicker epergne fill-
ed with tulips from the hothouse.
The delicious dinner was cook-
ed by the guests, fonotue
In the summer room of the borne
which overlooks the lake. Cake,
pie, candy, and nuts were served
following the dinner.
Those attending the birthday
celebration were Mr. and Mrs.
Chase Banks, Mr. and Mrs. Mars
0, Barrs, Mr. and Mrs. H. L
Waters, Dr. and Mrs. G, P.
Practice, Dr. and Mrs. C. V.
Head of California, and Mr. and
Mrs. Oaks.
Ines is a -trend toward blued
colors with lavender and pen-
winkle strong favorites in the
high fashion category. A blued
pink, says the manufacturer, is a
potent flatterer and ought to be
used as an accent for navy and
white outfits. Peachy coral is
another of the new color
combinations.
(Burlington Industries Inc..
1345 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, N.Y.).
3 
as a Brownie leader
or
Serving 
den mother re-
quires a knowledge or interest
in creative crafts.
s * • -
For growing child and adults,
appropriate,- well-fitting shoes
and good foot care and posture
are necessary.
Cal/ /1 a oarage
By /OAR 0'1UWYAM
ACCORDING to Webster, a
1—t garage is "a shelter for
automotive vehicles." Maybe
that's what it once was but
it's not necessarily so any
more. People are putting ga-
rages to a variety of offbeat
AIMS.
One neighbor, the original
home handyman., has turned
his garage into a workshop.
Another uses his for a dark
room. We've even attended a
party in a two-car garage that
was converted intda spacious
recriftioli. room.
• A clever girl we know
has turned her garage into a
guest room that's a conversa-
tion piece. Zing-y posters
brighten walls and Tiffany
shades shield formerly ugly
bare-bulb ceiling lights. Porch
furniture painted orange and
yellow, odd chests and tables,
and a studio couch with a yel-
low and orange throw make
it gay, indeed. She's added a
lavatory as well as a hot plate
so guests can brew up a cup
of morning coffee.
• The William Anderson
family of Chicago's Buffalo
Grove suburb may have hit on
the grooviest garage idea of
all. Their ten children, aged 2
to 16, turned the family's 111,
car garage into a way-off-
Broadway theatre that Was
the hit of the neighborhood
this past summer.
It all started when they in-
stalled a Genie automatic ga-
rage door with a push-button
control. Because the door goes
up and down so easily, it re-
minded the youngsters of a
theatre curtain—and that was
the beginning, since then its
been going up and down on a
series of amateur productions.
• Mr. Anderson, a public
relations executive, bought
lightweight 4'xS- panels at $3
each. Diane, 15, an art major
Use It For Everything
Except The Family Car
A WAY-OFF-BROADWAY THEATRE can be found in garage of Chicago's William An-
derson family. While "actors" watch, set designer Diane left foreground) and neighbor.
Elaine Giudotti, paint outer space set. Sets are propped against table during performance
at high school used them to
paint backdrops.
Using tempera colors pur-
chased at an art store and
brushes borrowed from the
art department at school, she
painted outer space scenes on
one side of the panels, west-
ern scenes on the other side
With a quick reverse, the
stage is set for a whole new
production
The cost for props was Un.-
der $20. What holds the sets
up? They're propped against
a ping-pong table.
• On the day of a play, the
garage is filled with noise-and
eacitement. Behind the sets
there's a makeshift dressing
room consisting of table, mir-
ror and mine tot Mom's cast-
off makeup.
Carol. 16. and David, 13. ap-
ply makeup to the younger
ones. With a penciled mous-
tache. little Steve becomes a
Western villain. Lipstick and
rouge turn Mary, 9, into a
damsel in distress.
There are no set scripts but
they rehearse the action in
general. Ad Ms provide unex-
pected laughs. It's all informal
fun and its not unusual for
members of the audience to
hop up and join the onstage
action.
The idea has been so suc-
cessful that the Anderson
troupe is thinking they might
at least make expenses--and
maybe a little extra soda pop
money---by charging admis-
sion.
THE AUDIENCIC s breathless as,Astronaut Billy Anderson 
CERTAIN GOING to.: Mary Anderson touches button of
blasts off frestr-pterier-Iwpfter-in-eut-of-thlit-werid p4••- -.........atitamatgaratit door sod
  door $5" on a: space show: 
—
PTA will meet at the school at
seven p. in. with the Founders
Day Program by the fifth and
sixth grades. Hastamems will be
mothers of those wadi&
The Garden Destaitmetit of
the Murray Woman's Club will
• • •
have a dinner meeting at 6:30
p. in. at the club house. Mem-
bers are to bring husbands or
guests. Hostesses are Mesdames
Humphreys Key, Clifton Key.
J. B. Wilson, Harold Douglass,
and Dewey Ragsdale.
• • •
oiwortcv
Wednesday, February 4
The Cherry Corner Baptist
Church WMS will meet at the
church at seven p.
• • •
The Faxon Mothers Club will
meet at the Faxon School at
1:30 p. in_
• • •
The Flint Baptist Church
VirMS will meet at the church
at seven p. m.
.11•111.•
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947 I
Mrs. Sally Crass
Speaker At Special
Class, University
Mrs. Sally Crass, home ec-
onomics teacher at Murray High
School, was guest speaker at the
seminar held January 28-30 by
the Advanced Methods Class in
home economics at Murray State
University.
The Murray teacher shared
her experiences in teaching a
pilot class in consumer educa-
tion. In her talk Mrs. Crass said
• • • "the class is designed to aid
the student in developing stiopp-
Thursday, February 5 log skills and techniques and to
The Hazel Elementary School give him a better understanding
of the consumer's rights, respo-
nsibilities, aids and protection
In our society".
She also had a display of re-
source materials used with her
clae.s and posters that her stu-
dents had made to illustratepoin-
ts for the university class, acco-
rding to Miss Pauline Waggoner,
home economics teacher educa-
tor at MSC.
Women's Society Of
Hazel Holds Meet
t Mate !LW__ .,
The general meeting of -the
Women's Society of Christian
Service and the Arra Dunn Cir-
cle of the Hazel Methodist Chur-
ch was held at the home of Mrs.
D. N. White on Tuesday evening,
February 3.
Mrs. Olga Freeman opened
the meeting with a prayer and
the minutes were read by the
secretary, Mrs. Eula McCullou-
gh.
"Think Before Speaking" was
the subject of the talk given
by Mrs. Lois Newport,
A report on "Calcutta Through
the Eyes and Ears of A Missio-
nary" was given by Mrs. D. N.
White, Mrs. Evelyn Baker, and
Mrs. Carrie Cele. _
Mrs. Lois NewpoiçIdent,
dismissed the meeting with a
Prayer.
Delicious refreshments were
served by Mrs. D, N. White,
assisted by Mrs. Myrtle White.
feridei,
The Scalar Citizens Club will
meet at Use Community Centex
at 12 noon. A potluck luncheon
will be served.
• • •
The annuli/ meeting of Char.
ch Women United will be held
at the First United Methodist
Church at ten a. In. All mem-
bers of each member church
are urged to attend. An elec-
tion and installation of officers
will be held and a film will be
shown. The meeting will close
before noon.
• * •
Saturday, Fabruary 7
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar D. Thomp-
son will have a reception at the
Hardin School cafeteria from
one to four p. in. in celebration
of their 50th wedding anniver-
sary. All relatives and friend*
are invited to attend.
• • •
A personal and household
shower will be held for Mrs.
Tremon Farris whose -home re-
cently burned at two p. in. at
the Burnett's Chapel Methodist
Church.
• • •
The New Providence Riding
Club will have a dinner at the
Grecian Steak House at 6:30
p. m. A business meeting will-
follow the dinner. All members
are asked to attend.
• • •
Monday, February 1
The New Providence Home-.
makers Club will meet at the
home of Mrs. Opal Shoemaker
at one p. m.
. • •
The Beta Sigma Phi sorority
will meet at the Community
Center at 7:30 p. m,
• • • --
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle
of the First Methodist Church
WSCS will meet at the Church
at seven p. in.
• . •
The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
a Sweetheart dinner (potluck)
at the club house at 6:30 p. in
Guests will be Sigma husbands.
Hostesses are Mesdames Hunt
Smack, Gene Landon, Joe Ry-
an Cooper, Hal Houston, John
Gregory, and A. W. Simmons,
Jr.
Top dogs
THE HAGUE (UPli Dogs
are winning out over cats as
preferred household pets,
according to a nationwide poll.
The poll said shortly after World
War II 30 out of 100 Dutch
families kept cats, but the
number has dropped to 11. Dogs
on theiether hand have been
pining favor and are now in 18
out of 100 households, the poll
showed.
More women
hit the bottle
NEW YORK (UPI) - Ten
years ago, statisticians figured
there were five male alcoholics
to each woman alcoholic. Now
the ratio could be 3 to 1, or even
2 to 1, according to the National
Council on Alcoholisgs.
Most alcoholic women
attribute their drinking to
boredom, loneliness, depression,
marital troubles and
unwillingness to accept getting
older, the Council says.
Vow=
Mr. and Mrs. Stepheo Joe Tri-
carico of Jonesboro, Ark., are
the parents of a baby boy, Ste-
phen Patrick, weighing six poun-
ds two ounces, born on Tuesday,
January 20, at 5:15 p.m. at the
St. Bernard Hospital, Jonesboro,
Ark.
The new father Is an instruct-
or of geography at Arkansas
State University. The new moth-
er is the former Patsy Hendon
of Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Tricarico of Jackson,
N. J., and Mr. and Mrs. Edware
Hendon, 815 North 19th Street,
Murray.
Great grandparents are Kelly
Smith of New Concord, Mrs. El-
sie Hendon of Murray, and Mrs.
Connie Revell() of Brooklyn, N.Y.
Linda Lee Ross And
Eddie Colburn Are Wed
BENTON, Ky., -Miss
Linda Lee Ross oecame the
bride of Eddie Colburn in a
January candlelight ceremony
at Briensburg United Methodist
Church.
The Rev, Orville Easley per-
formed the double-ring cere-
mony.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil J. Ross of
Benton Rt. 9. The groom is the
son of Dr. and Mrs. William
Colburn of Calvert City.,
the groom, kept the guest regis
ter.
Attending the groom as best
man was Steven Davis. The
groomsmen were Pat Owen
Walker and Marty Colburn.
Mrs. Ross, mother of the
bride, wore a long sleeved pink
knit dress. Mrs. Colburn, moth-
er of the groom, wore a long
sleeved blue knit dress. Each
wre a corsage of white PIMA-
WM. •
' Ile reception was held at the
The wedding vows were ex-'ehareh immediately following
,shaaged hefereem altar which
was flanked by burning tapers.
Floral arrangements of mums,
gladioli and pompons were
placed on each side of the altar.
Fern, palms and other greenery
graced the arch of white wrought
iron.
Preceding the ceremony the
candles were lit by Pat Owen
Walker and Marty Colburn.
brother of the groom.
Preceding the ceremony a pro-
gram of nuptial music was pre-
sented by Mrs. Jerry Lovett.
Family pews were marked
with hurricane lamps containing
white tapers tied with satin
bows.
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, wore a gown Of
scalloped Chantilly lace. The
oval necklifie was encircled with
sequins and long sleeves tapered
to Iffy poines,at the wrist. She
wore a cross necklace given to
her by her grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ottis Belcher.
Miss Anisette Ross, sister of
the bride, was maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Miss Deborah
Moss and Miss Ginna Lawrence.
The attendants were identically
dressed in Empire gowns of lace
on satin in rainbow colors. Their
headpieces were of matching
satin bows and net. They car-
ried a bouquet of white carna-
tions with streamers of love
knots Of the rainbow colors.
Mrs. James Dillion, sister Of
the cereinney. Serving were
Miss Barham
Brenda Holland.
The couple is residing at Mur-
ray where the groom is attend-
ing Murray State University. '
Mrs. Tom Simmons
Presents Program
At Sigma Meeting
The Sigma department Of the
Murray Woman's Club held its
regular January meeting in the
clubhouse, with the chairman,
Mrs. 0, B. Boone, Jr., pr esiding.
Mrs. James Boone read the
minutes and called the roll. Mrs.
Fred Wells gave the invocation.
Mrs. Bailey Gore introduced
the program, "Shape Up". The
members, suitably dreamt tor
the occasion, were led in a pro-
gram of physical exercises by
Mrs. Tom Simmons of the Mur-
ray State University Physical
Education Department.
The Summer Kindergarten
Droject has been presented to the
public and plans for regLstration
and finance have been finalized,
with Mrs. Bill Wyatt in charge
of the finance committee.
Hostesses for the evening were
Mesdames; James Boone, Thom-
as Hopkins, Rob Ray, Leonard
Whitmer, John Hatay, and John-
ny McCage.
• • •
The Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the stub house at 7:30
p. in. with Mrs. Tom Simmons
as special guest for a physical
education program. Members
are to wear sport clothes. Hos-
tesses are Mesdames R. K. Car-
penter, Charles Hale, Dale Lem-
pus, and Robert Hopkins.
• • •
The Cordelia Erwin Circle of
the South Pleasant Grove Unit-
ed Methodist Church WSCS
will meet at the church at se-
ven p. M.
MIRE EVERY GRAVE
Since 11114
Murray Marble
Works
BUILDERS OF FIHR
MEMORIALS
Fertile Whits - Manager
ill Maple St. 7534312
Cato
$
EXTRA
SPECIAL
PS LAYAWAY
SALE
....WILL LAY AWAY
'50" IN FASHIONS
OF YOUR CHOICE -
EVERYTHING INCLUDED
40-alte404./
CATO'S
On the North Side of the Square
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'Dean. Abbt
No obligation on
condolences, donations
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: As I sit here writing "thank you" notes to
acknowledge a stack of printed cards advising me that a
donation to the "Rink-a-dink Charitable Organization" has
been made in memory of a loved one, I feel like a hypocrite.
It is so easy to discharge an obligation to one bereaved
by making a contribution to a charity you would have
contributed to anyway. You don't even have to write a card.
, The charity will send a printed one. And there's another plus.
It's tax deductible!
The use of money to discharge all obligations is certainly
a sign. of an affluent society.
How infinitely more thoughtful is the hand written
letter, telephone call, or personal visit. This would express
true friendship during a very sad and lonely period.
LONELY
Hong Kong births off
HONG KONG (UPI) - For
the first time since )953, births
regiatered by the Hoag Kong
Registrar Generers Department
In 1969 dropped below the
80,000 mark. According to
department statistics, births last
year totaled 79.329.
Some of the earliest books
originated on Egyptian papyrus
rolls.
- 0 -
Twenty-one Presidents of
the United States wore military
uniforms at some time in their
lives.
DEAR LONELY: Sending a condolence message, or
making a donation in the name of a loved one is NOT as
"obligation." Many simply ignore the death of a friend or
acquaintance.
- I am net familiar with any 'rink-a-dink charitable
organhations." If a friend of mine dies of cancer, I feel that
as appropriate expression of my sympathy. would be a.
coetribution to the Cancer society. And the same goes forrIke
"'-----WeirrillialittItThIC-14511g1t1-itnew that-Awansosiose-tnnl-
special interest in Catholic Charities, or the N. A. A. C. P., or
.lise Marmon hlissimary I would make a coetribution -
In the name of the deceased.
It is not always possible to make a personal condolence
call on the family. I speak from both sides of the fence, and I
hope that you will receasitier your attitude concerning
donations to charities in memory of loved ones. I repeat, the
donor could have ignored the death.
1
DEAR ABBY: I never thought I would be writing to you,
but this problem is getting me down so bad I don't know
where to turn. I turn to God on Sundays, but there art six
other days ,when I need help.
'My husband was born tired, but he alwaya has the
strength to he a .24-hour-a-day lover man.
Abby, I've always been a virtuous woman, and I've never
shirked my duties as a wife, but I worked so hard at picking
cotton,, some days that when nighttime came, I would like to
have dropped In my tracks, but there was no rest for me
with a man who has just set and rested up all day.
Now the kids are gone and ram all wore out. But my
man is still going strong. Worse yet, he will not take a bath
but once a month. His teeth are rotten, and his breath could
kill you dead, but be presents himself for romance like be
was a teen-ager.
Don't tell me to take him to a doctor. You dokt. take
bulls any place. In closing, I remain, Very truly yours,
TIRED
DEAR TIRED: Next Sunday, when you tarn to God, pray
for strength to see you dire the rest of the week.
DEAR ABBY: I think the other peoples of thy world can -
take a lemon from the Chinese. It is their custom to settle up
all their debts before New Year's Day. What do you say?
ALL AMERICAN
ailke-Cianese. They &Wirt have
Mistress the week before.
DEAR ABBY: This advice is to mothers who never kncliv
what to say to a friend whose daughter is, or was away as an
unwed mother.
I never knew the best approach until I had ia_experience—
the heartache of taking my daughter away and bringing her
borne to dead-silent friends.
If you really are a friend who cares, write a note,
telephone or visit, and simply say, "I know your heartache,
and I am sorry. If ever you need me, call and unload. I'll be
there, and I will listen with love.' A MOTHER
What's your problem? You'll feel better If yee get oll
your chest. Write to ABBY, Biz 111/01. IM Angeles, Cal.
Mod. For a personal reply enclose damped, addremed
envelope.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Beadles."
send Si to Abby. Box 119710, Los Angeles. Cal. Belk
Wall Street
Chatter
NEW YORK (ITO- This is
not the time to give up on
common stocks, Reynolds & Co.
believes. The latest decline,
spearheaded by a collapse In
the prices of many former
glamor favorites, has left Wall
Street as "depressed" as it was
near the lows In 1966 aild1962.
The similarity may indicate
that "we. are somewhere near
the low of this bear market
too," the firm says. Its advice:
"Be courageous and buy when
the mob is selling."
_-- --
"With more and more compa-
nies issuing unfavorable earn-
ings reports, the-market will
probably continue its poor tone
'until signs of profits upturn
Charlie's car can be winterized,
but can Charlie?
• . • el,
•
There are a lot of small things to help your car's driving
performance this winter. Snow tires. Rain tires. Anti-
freeze. Things like that.
There are also a lot of small things to improve Air
driving performance this winter.
Small things like being extra alert, being extre-aware
of driving conditions, and being aware of how best to
deal with those conditions.
Small things like remembering to maintain a constant
speed when driving across a patch of ice. Pumping the
brakes evenly when you, want to stop on a wet or icy road.
Remembering to give yourself extra' stopping distance
on any slippery surface.
Your new car dealer hopes you'll familiarize yourself
with all the little ways you can safely cope with hazard-
ous winter driving conditions.
Winter is no time to take risks. There are no'
special winter additives to keep you going.
Don't treat the winter lightly. We want you •..,....„.•
to enjoy the spring.
National Automobile Dealers Association
0011001 ofgarsuolloo of Arkeric• • Ifonchmid now cot and Ivocl. (1.•,., • INsohIngton. 0 C
One In a serleaorgattege N..A.D.A., this newspaper, and the new car dialers of bur cc ximunity.
0 •
appear," Alexander Hamilton
Institute says. The firm be-
lieves this won't happen WU
monetary restraints are eased
and = recommends dofiar&ost-
averaging in sound equities in
the meantime.
---
The market is oversold, not
only on a long-term basis, bat
also on a short-term basis, the
Dines Letter suggests. Though
the bottom is technically mit
yet in sight, the &In says, the
market is "extremely overdue
ter an explosive rally and It
-could set In any -eimeizeimost
without provocatiOn. ••••
77- _
Watch and wait, the Contrary
Investor recommends. T h e
market should not decline from
present levels, the firm- be-
lieves,-tincl the Muster
be wike -to cease selling on
price weakness. The firm says
It still thinks 19'70 may turn out
to be a horizontal trading year,
but that more recognition of
this in the financial press could
 bring about a change In the
situation and "force a re-
evaluation in the weeks to
come."
Pupils, parents
ponder pot
LOS ANGELES (UPI) - The
Los Angeles City Sch
distributed 250,000 brochures
grades 5 through 9 describing
the marijuana problem. The
brochures were intended for
both students and parents.
Farm horses
off in Norway
OSLO (UPI) - The number
of horses on Norwegian farms
has dropped 60 per cent in the
last 10 years to a total of about
40,000, according to
Norwegian Horseowners
Organization. During the same
period, the number of trotting
horses increased from 1,500 to
more than 2.000.
Rate
Increase!
6%
2-Year Certificate
$10,000 Minimum
51%
1-Year Certificate
$5,000 Minimum
M 1
T
M
LIP 
"Extra Earning"
Pass Books
Deposit any amount with-
drawable June 30.
Bruce Thomas
Manager
MURRAY BRANCH
HORKINSVILLE FEDERAL
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN
304 EAST MAIN STREET
The people we lend money to
tell us what to do. -
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
-larhato rifnWodUa.11"roperation. 111):"Ir-ally
Its a great arrangement. We end up
- being -onoled-anarameratorl-by the -pewter- -
who need- and use service. So we
know all about their special money needs.
TO__.! n.c4, Supplies, equipment: maintenance, extra
•-• help, medical bills, educational expenses.
And we know.how-ta tailor repayment pro-
f. Z.. grams to 'their production and income.
Vi Talk over your money 'needs-any sea-
son of the year -with a seasoned money
pro: the man at PCA.
Jackson Purchaie Production
Credit Association
Keys Keel, Office Manager
305 North 4tir Street Phone 753-5602
fill
6
make income tax figuring (almoit) fun
Tallymaster
1
ADDING MACHINES
byVICTDR
folly electric adding *aches wily
Enjoy the speed and accuracy of a
TALLYMASTER adding machine to help
whisk through tan-time figuring chores
TALLYMASTER can breeze through the
job with capactty to spar* Totals 1C less
than 111,000,000 00 grind a permanent
and easy-bread tape You can trust
TALLYMASTER because it is Made by
Victor, America's largest - manufacturer Of
alddfng machines TALEYMASTERS add,
multiply, and subtract • carry•
inq handle Stores up/.01,,,1 desk in 5"
7 space Internal wook.,1 1''its made
of case hardened caffnviii visited steel
Attractive avocado All Till MASTERS
Parts ant guaranteed one •.ii includir7g
labor Be on* of the smart • who
makes income tat figuring (.iiinost) fun,
buy a TALLYMASTER.
hand masted au* oschise
$52.00
THE LEDGER & TIMES
Office Supply Store
LOIN. 4 If, Street Ph -,753-1-916
1
•
.11Miwo•
,
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PACS
Gamecocks Scratch Way To
19-11 Win Over Temple U.
By GREG GALLO
UPI Sports Writer
Philadelphia's Palestra was
the site of a basketball war
Wednesday night and the
Gamecocks of South Carolina
had to scratch and claw their
way to a '79-71 victory over a
fired-op-fired-opTemple team.
South Carolina, making a
return visit to the town where
they captured the Quaker City
Teurnament last year, outmus-
cled the Owls in the second half
to gain their 16th victory in 17
games.Temple opened up a 33-28
lead at halftime but South
Carolina, behind John Roche
and Tom Owens, both of whom
played high school ball at
LaSalle Academy in New York
City, ripped off 16 straight
points to take a 63-45 lead with
914 left in the game. Less
than a minute later Tom
Wieczerak, who topped Temple
with 22 points, and South
Carolina's Bob Carver let off a
Sports Parade
By MILTON RICHMAN
UP! Sports Writer
NEW YORK MO—Quarter-
back Terry 'Bradshaw, coming
out of chute No. 1, stands to
pick up something like $200,000.
That's for throwing a football
83 yards. Don't argue with him;
he measured it once.
Jimmy Ellis is a different
breed of cat. He can make
himself illifir-111—much as
Bradshaw even though he can't
throw a ball 83 yards.
His best shot, a left jab,
travels only 18 inches. Don't
argue. His manager, Angelo
Dundee, once measured it.
AII-Around Athlete
They were talking about how
the Pittsburgh Steelers had
made Bradshaw their first
fair scratch soon when Ellis
showed up at the Fifth Street
Gym in Miami Beach Tuesday
to get in some work for his
world heavyweight title fight
with Joe Fi &tier at Madison
Swore Garden Feb. 16.
"You hear that?" Dundee
said to Ellis. "They say this kid
13sadslaaw can throw a ball 83
yards. You can throw a football
pretty good also, can't you?"
"'Pretty good," Ellis an-
swered.
"You're better than pretty
good," Dundee corrected him.
"rve seen you throw a football
In front of my house. My house
goes 84 feet and it looked to me
like you threw that tall about
four houses."
Slick, Rhythmic Fighter
Angelo Dundee sensed the
skepticism around him.
"Look, people don't know
what kind of an all-around
athlete Jimmy Ellis is," he
said.
"Jimmy's got great legs
also," Dundee said, keeping an
eye on his fighter, who began
limbering up.
"Better than Clay's?" a guy
wanted to know.
"Different than Clay," said
Dundee, who handled him
before he did Ellis. "Clay had a
bouncing style. Jimmy has a
sliding, rhythmic style. Slick."
Clay has said be will give his
world championship belt to the
winner of next month's tout.
That's something, because it
has always been Clay's conten-
tion that only the "true" world
heavyweight champ ever really
gets the belt,
Dundee feels that would be a
fine gesture by Clay but doesn't
think. Cassius should do it.
"He won it and he deserves
It," his ex-maeager said. "It's
an honor to receive the belt in
the first place and I think Clay
should keep it. Jimmy will get
his awn belt' -
Or suspenders if Joe Frasier
Is going to make a fuss about
it. 
.
little steam by exchanging
punches. Both players were
ejected from the heated con-
test.
"This is the City of Brotherly
Love, but that game was pretty
aggressive," said South Caroli-
na Coach Frank McGuire after
the game.
Roche topped all scorers with
34 points, 30 coming in the
second half. Owens had 20,
Seventh-ranked North Caroli-
na State got 16 points each
from Van Williford and Ed
Leftwich to defeat Maryland,
65-54. Will Hetzel ledall scorers
with 24 points.
Pistol Pete Maravich gunned
down 52 more points to lead
LSU to a 97-75 victory over
Florida and enhance the Tigers'
chances of a bid to a post
season tournament, Maravich
raised his career scoring
record to 3,088.
Austin Carr's 44 points paced
Notre Dame to a school scoring
record as the Irish blasted St.
Peter's, 135-88. Carr is the
second highest scorer in the
country, behind Maravich, with
a 35,4 average.
In other games; LaSalle
routed Layette, 102-73, behiM
44 points by Ken Durrett, Duke
downed Clemson, 9248, Niagara
bombed Buffalo, 98-68, Pro-
vidence defeated Villanova, 54-
44, Holy Cross topped Du-
-quesne, 82-72, OW ousted
Toledo, 80- 67, Louisvill
crushed Memphis State 77-48,
Dayton defeated Xavier, 90-78.
HE'S CARNIVAL OtIEEN—Everett Nau, 42-31-42, gets kisses
of congratulations after his election al Carnival queen at
Northeastern University in Boston. Bestowers are queen
contestants Marie Petralia (left) and Linda Clare. Nau, a
junior, is from Kittery. Malne. He is 13-feet4, weighs 220.
Hazel PTA Teams To
Play Almo Saturday
The Hazel Elementary School
PTA men's and women's hes-
titetball teams-will--ber-hosts to
the teams from Almo on Satur-
day, February 7, at seven p.m.
at the Hazel gym.
Walter Byers is the coach for
the Hazel teams.
The public is urged to attend
the games. •,
(trait 
and
be 
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Wield to come into some pretty Atlanta Hawks Break Kicks"
Winning Streak Last Night
By United Press International
The New York Knicks are
now even at home and on the
road.
The Knicks, whose 47-12
record is the best in the
National Basketball Association
this season, had their nine.
game winning streak broken
Wednesday night when thqy lost
to the Atlanta Hawks, 111-96,
Earlier this year the Knicks
won 18 straight.
The loss at Atlanta was the
Knicks' sixth of the season on
the road against 25 wins. At
home the club has also lost six,
against 22 victories.
In other games, Seattle beat
Cincinnati 121 115, Detroft
topped Los Angeles, 125-110 to
snap a nine-game Laker
winning streak and Milwaukee
defeated San Diego, 141-123.
Guards Lou Hudson and Walt
Har.zard combined for 63 points
with Hudson seoring 36 and
Hazzard adding 27 to lead the
Hawks passed New York. The
NEW TREATMENT
FOR HAIR LOSS
Frank Moran Shows He ttelirew Hair.
He Did Not Have Male Pattern Baldness.
EBB'S HAIR CONSULTANT WILL .
EXPLAIN HAIR PROBLEMS FREE
AT THE HOLIDAY INN, MURRAY,
KY., SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 7,
HOURS: 1 P.M. to 830P.M.
iOW is the time to act on"'
his greet opportunity. Every
,sir-worried person (man or
trosnan) should take advantage-
A this TREE CONSULTATION.
Many users have reported not
)nly stopping their hair from
thinning . . but are really
growing more hair. 
.
GUARANTEED
You will be given a written
guarantee on a pro-rated baths
from the beginning to the end
Naturally we enure! not give
you such • guarantee if it didn't
work
CAN'T KELT
Male palters baldness is the_
cause of a great ausittrit7 ef
cases el badge's and excessive
hair lees. ter which no seethed
Is effective. Ebb • Hair Spec-
ialists cosset help these who
are slick bald after years of
gradual hair lees.
But, if - you are not,. already
slick bald, how can yoti e4 sure
whaele,attiaell)r causing your
..'halt loss Even if baldness
• seems to 'Win in the family."
this is certainly no proof of the
cause of your hair loss.
Many conditions can cause
hair loss. No Matter which one
is causing your hair loss, if you
wait until you are slick Bald
and your hair roots are dead
you are beyond help. So, it you
still have hair on top of
your head, and Would like to
stop. hair loss end grOW more
hair .•tiolkie.flie time to do
sorekthing about it before it's
too lite - • !
FREE CONSULTATION
Jt take • few minutes of
-OW time on Saturday, Feb. 7,
and go to the Holiday Inn in
Murray, Ky., between 1 pm.
and 1:30 p.m. and ask the dctit
clerk for B. R. laiser's boom
number.
. •
There .is no charge or .obliga-
Liegravit-....- renewlietiens -are'
private, you ivill•enot be 'em-
barrassed in any way
Hawks took a 52-49 Widish.
lead and grabbed a 74-63 lead
at the end of the third period.
New York narrowed the deficit
to 76-75 early in the final
quarter but then faded.
The Knicks may have been
tired after a long trip treat
New York Tuesday night. The
club was scheduled to leave
LaGuardia at 11:54 p.m. but the
airport was snowed in and the
club didn't leave Kennedy
airport until after 2 a.m. and
the players didn't get to sleep
in Atlanta until 5 a.m.
Willis Reed paced the Knicks
with 26 points.
Seattle won its third straight
game by topping Cincinnati as
Bob Rule scored 30 points.
Seattle scored 10 straight points
midway in the fourth period to
take a 106-93 lead and coasted
to the win. Tom Van Arsdale
had 29 for the losers.
Dave Ding scored his seaso
high of 40 points and Detro
snapped a three-game los
streak by downing Los Angeles.
Happy Hairston scored 31
points for the Lakers.
With Lew Alcindor forced
the bench because of
early in the first quarter, Fl
Robinson and Bob Dandridg
supplied the scoring punch
lead Milwaukee to victory
Robinson finished with 30 poin
while Dandrige hit for 23.
Nixon Backs
U.S. Bid For
'16 Olympics
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Pres-
ident Nixon gave his formal
backing Wednesday„ to the
United States' bid to gain the
Olympic Games in 1976.
Nixon issued a special
proclamation for the U.S.
delegation to the International
Olympic Committee meeting in
Switzerland later this month
when the site will be picked.
Press Secretary Ronald Mi.
gler said the proclamation was
necessary for the U.S. dele-
gates • to bid for the 1976
Olympic site for either Los
Angeles ,or Denver. -""
Nixon's proclamation said the
21st Olympic of the modern
era; "is to be held in the year
1976, a year in which the United
States of America is to
celebrate its bicentennial— when
this nation will be reaffirming
principles 'that have much in
commoe with the purpose of
the Olympic Games."
He added, "I hereby pledge
that the United States will take
every appropriate measure to
insure the entry and MI
participation -of all authorized
delegations." -
America's main rivals bid-
ding for -the. games Ire
Moscow, Florence and Mao;
freal.-ite tirrt-gainas wilt-.
held in Watch.
LEXINGTON, Ky.. (UPI) ..... .
Don Wilson, 28, head athletic
trainer at The Citadel for the
past two years, was named
football trainer at the Universi-
ty of Kentucky Wednesday. -
Wilson replaces Chris Pa-
trick, who recently took a
similar post with the University
f Florida.
Basketball Score
College Basketball Results
By United Press International
St. John's (NY) 85-Ral 47—handt
LSU 91 Florida 75
LaSalle 102, Lafayette 73
'Notre Dame 130 St. Peter's 88
No. Car. St. 64 Maryland 54
West Vir. 76 Vir, Tech 75
Lamar Tech 82 Pam Am. 79
'South Car. 79'reipwein.
Evansvl 82 Ky. Wesleyan 81
Duke- 92 Clemson 88
Penn St. 103 Syracuse 95
...11agton 90 YaNiet
Providence 54 Villanova 44
Am, Intl 118 Hartford 101
Tampa 97 Fla, Stun 89
Miami (0) 71 Marshall 67
Chyny St. 112 Wst Chstr St. 91
Niagara 98 Buffalo 68
Duquesne 82 Holy Cross
Georgia 74 Ga. Tech 69
Loaisvi 77 Mmphs St. 48
Ohio U. 80 Toledo 67
New Melt, St. 85 Alik 60
72
...................
SPORTS
Bucs Top Stars
In Overtime
By United Press International
Steve Jones waited for the
five minutes overtime session to
find his shooting eye.
Jones scored six points in the
extra period Wednesday night
to give the New Orleans Bucs a
111-109 victory over the Los
Angeles Stars, Jones finished
with 19 points,
Mack Calvin, who led the
stars with 27 points, was
deprived of winning the game
in regulation time when team-
mate Willie Wise interfered
with his shot on the iirn at the
buzzer.
Jones then hit four of the
first six points and added two
deciding free throws with five
seconds remaining to give the
Bucs the victory.
The Indiana Pacers, playing
without 6-9 Mel Daniels, suf-
fered their second straight
setback, a 102-92 defeat at the
of the New York Nets, It
was the first time this season
that the Pacers had lost two
games la a. row. .
George Thompson, a rookie
from Marquette, scored 34
Points end connected an k
foot jump shot at the final
buzzer to spark the Pittsburgh
Pipers to a 110-109 victory over
the Miami Floridians, Stew
Johnsoe- sat-up ..the-ivioniog play
when he stole an inbounds pass
with five seconds left in the
game.
Menu includes boxing
LONDON (UPI) — Joe
Bygraves, British former boxing
champion, is opening a boxing
'stadium with a difference— the
ring will be in the center of a
plush dining hall.
Boating
By JACK WOLISTOft
NEW YORK (UPI) — Over
the years it has been the
generally accepted opinion that
most recreational boat operators
are against licensing.
But a comprehensive survey
conducted recently by the Boat
Owners Association of the
United States (BOAT/U.S.)
presents an entirely different
picture. It shows that over
two-thirds of the nation's
boating public favors licensing.
The survey results conflict
directly with previous industry
sponsored surveys and the views
of a number of state and federal
boating administrators.
The BOAT/U.S. survey
involved 10,000 boatmen across
the country and included both a
mail poll of its members and
personal contact with
non-member boatmen attending
five major boat shows during
1968.
Replies were categorized into
four major classifications:
geographical region, operator
experience, size of boat and
plSwerboalevs. sailboats. In each
instance the report shows a
majority of boatmen heavily
'favoring lieensing of operators.
According to .the survey
results, the attitude of boatmen
toward licensing appeared to be
fairly . uniform through the
various geographical boating
regions. The margin by which all
areas favored licensing was in the
60 percentile range, except for
the New York area which
showed a high of 73 per cent.
The BOAT/U.S. survey
indicated the operator's
experience provided the
strongest apparent influence on
his attitude toward licensing. Of
boatmen with three or more
years experience, 67.6 per cent
favored licensing, while those
with less than three years
favored licensing by 81.4 per
cent.
Other results
The survey results also
indicated that the owner of the
larger size boat was less inclined
toward licensing than the smaller
boat owner. Although owners of
boats 26 feet and over reported
65.4 per cent in favor of
licensing, owners of boats under
26 feet voted 71.2 per cent in
favor. 1
Sailboat and powerboat
operators showed little
difference in opinion on the
licensing issue. Among sailboat
operators, 71.1 per cent voted in
favor of licensing. With
powerboat operators, the
percentage was 68.2.
Among other survey results:
— 78 per cent favored
licensing all boat operators
rather than limiting licensing to
only certain age groups or
certain types of boats.
— 52 per cent favored a
licensing program administered
by states under standaids set up
by the federal government,
lather than by either the state or
federal government alone.
— 46 pee cent favored a
written and operating test, while
38 per cent called for the
completion of an approved
course as qualification for an
operator's license.
The old California Mission of
San Luis Rey, founded in 1798,
was named after King Louis IX
of France.
TIRE
CLEARANCE SALE
QUANTITY LIMITED
6.50x13 4-Ply White
7.75x15 4-Ply White
8.25x14 2 4-Ply White
8.55x14 214-Ply, White
8.25x15 2/4-Ply White
9.00x15 2 4-Ply White
8.25x15 4-Ply White (Blem.)
8.55x15 4-Ply White (Blem.)
8.25x14 4-Ply White (Blem.)
8.55x14 4-Ply White (Blem.)
G70x14 4-Ply White (Blem.)
G70x14 4-Ply-Red (Blem.)
6.00x16 2/4.-PlyZlack
6.50x16 6-Ply Bk
• Above Prices Plus Ky. Tax Only
•
•
ONLY
SALE STARTS
Friday and Saturday
Feb. 6, 7, 1970
95
EA.
MURRAY TIRE
MART
Guy Peck, Manager
EfAt•MojpStrogt Phone 753-7111
1-Evaluate
5-Soaks
up
9-Goods
cast
overboe rd
10-Attempts
12, Protect
13-Clatter
15-Rodents
16-Mountains
of
Europe
18-Number
19-Worm
20-Stumble
21-Escaped
22-Pronoun
23-Profound
24-Leaks
through
25-Body
of
water
26-Sorrows
27-Not
stimulating
29-Fruit
cake
30-Compass
point
32-Evaluate
33-Civil
MiurY
34- Devoured
35-Perform
36 -Sha rp
37-Bad
38-Seesaw
40-Buries
42-Lets
fall
43-Approaches
44-Memorandum
45-Obtains
DOWN
1 Spl rts
2- Matu res
CROSSWORD P
ACROSS 3-Sunburn
4-Lasted
5-Strip
of
leather
6 -Spoken
7-Fruit
Sled
-Colonizei
9-Rent
11-Slumber
12-Delineate
14-Finishes
17-Tear
20-Care
for
21-Pedal
',Orem rti
23-Accompli
24-Classify
25-Model
26-Notice
in
advance
11111111111111r
( 11
Put u[
Use Poster
To Decoral
By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
rVERYON1rS poster
" —children, teenage'
adults. It's art—big,
colorful — at a price
within everyone's reach
There are peychedel
tern that glow in Um
posters of wing charts,
counts, cooking terms;
fun posters that are put
put up.
Teenagers tape them
wall. Adults frame the:
there's still sornethin
you can do with this
them, like wallpaper, t
rate. It can make inst
Wrest for a former':
One clever working
did her kitchen with
put-Ups. She used U
cover up kitchen
doors. Interested Lit th
Here's how:
• First, select enoui
tars, following through
favorite theme a
scheme.
cthal:.sesatindil4t:iv utglIsitrisAreepmr:stopilkriiIngtreroul
of that grease film. Th
important first step I
decoration if posters
adhere properly. .
• Before mousitln
posters, place them
flat surface and
them with artist's a
agirair t available in *
ply stores) to protec
and make cleaning
Let the...near dry thin
• Now you are eel
s
•, •
•
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Evaluate
5- Soaks
up
9-Goods
cast
overboard
10-Attempts
12-Protect
13-Clatter
15-Rodents
16-Mountains
of
Europe
18-Number
19-Worm
20-Stumble
21-Escaped
22-Pronoun
23-Profound
24-Leeks
through
25-Body
of
water
26-Sorrows
27-Not
stimulating
29-Fruit
cake
30-Composs
point
32-Evaluate
33-Civil
Injury
34-Devoured
35-Perform
36-Sharp
37-Bad
313 Seesaw
40-Buries
42-Lets
fall
43.Approacties
44-Memorandum
45-Obtains
- DOWN
1-Splits
2-Matures
3-Sunburn
4-Lasted
5-Strip
of
loather
6-Spoken
7 Fruit
seed
11-Cokinizes
9-Rent
11-Slumber
12-Delineated
14-Finishes
17-Tear
20-Care
for
21. Pedal
extremities
23-Accomplished
24-Classify
25-Modei
26-Notice
in
advance
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
FYX!':;
JU 1114 APPO
tiY.:10AIB CACI al:,
30LIN gW.JAM
Liaxodman AV
PIDWAM LIMA RUO
OM dUJAAUB UM
00A AAR GINAMP
MM t9AAMOOME
omaTo MUBA
:11.1L ni51RMMTP1
gou 134.32i1 DAVI]
WU.1 ROMP 9-307
27 Unruly
child
28-Intertwined
29. Pedal
digit
30 Mixes
31 Lampreys
33 Brief
34 Declares
36 Retained
37 French
for
"state"
39-Also
41-Born
4 ,0 11111111111„...DOSAPS'
11111111111111:1111111111111111
ill • 111 OM WM Mi
ll M 1111 El
11111111V;i:i 2° .111111:i*:1111111111.
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Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. S
WASHINGTON I
WINDOW
By LOUIS CASSELS
UPI Senior Editor
WASHINGTON (UP!)-. The
iew federal budget documents
a trend that should cause
serious concern to all citizens
weary of inflation and high
taxes,
The President. and his cabinet
are rapidly losing control over
the amount of money spent by
government agencies.
No matter how dedicated to
economy an administration
may be, it soon discovers that a
very large proportion of the
budget is beyond its power to
cut.
The proportion of relatively
uncontrollable outlays is grow-
ing larger each year. In fiscal
1969, it amounted to 64 per cent
of the „budget. During the
current 1970 fiscal year, it is
about 66 per cent. And in the
1971 fiscal year beginning next
July 1, it will rise to 69 per
cent.
This means less than a third
of the government's spending is
subject to annual review and
control by the executive
branch.
The largest item of relatively
BRING COLOR to the kitchen by covering old cabinets with pbsters. Before mounting
them, go over each poster with aitist's acrylic spray so that you'll be able to clean it
Put—ups
Use Posters
To Decorate
By JOAN O'SMUVAN
VE R Y ONE' S poster happy
—children, teenagers, even
adults. It's art—big, bold,
colorful — at • price that's
within everyone's reach
There are psychedelic pes-
ters that glow in the dark;
posters of wine charts, calorie
counts, cooking terms; art and
fun posters that are put-ons to
put up.
Teenagers tape them to the
wall. Adults frame them. But
there's still something else
you can do with them. Use
them, like wallpaper, to deco-
rate. It can make instant in-
terest for a formerly drab
One clever working gal re-
did her kitchen with poster
put - ups. She used them to
cover up kitchen cabinet
doors. Interested in the idea?
Here's how:
• First, select enough pos-
ters, following through on one
favorite theme or color
scheme.
le Next, prepare surfaces by
cleaning them thoroughly with
an industrial-strength cleaner
that will remove every trace
of that grew* film. This is an
important first step in your
decoration if posters are to
adhere properly.
• Before mounting the
posters, place them on a
flat surface and go oxer
them with artist's acrylic
.pray lavailable in art sup-
ply storesi to protect them
and make cleaning possible
Litt the_ppray_dry thoroughly.
• Now you Cr, ivady (of
""'""gral;•;;;;;;;
i
t
PIiotos by Janitor Is A Drum
PREPARL cabinet surfaces for posters by cleaning them
thoroughly. Use an industrial-strength cleaner for the job.
the final step- mounting. Use
masking tape so U not to
harm cabinets or posters and
experiment to see exactly
where you want each one.
Once you've decided, trim the
poster to cabinet door size,
fitting it into inner sections
of the door if you have any
kind of paneling or molding
trim
• Mount the posters, using
rubber cement Apply one
coat smoothly to the back of
each poster and another to the
-11111rWliatts will be covered -on
each of your cabinets. Let the
cement dry completely before
you press each poster onto the
cabinet surface. For extra se-
curity, We transparent tape
to anchor each poster corner
A great phis about this
decorating plan Is that when-
ever you want to change your
kitchen's image, you can peel
off the posters or use a little
rubber cement solvent to
loosen them- thin use your
fingers to roll off any rubber
cement that rl,ngs to the
cabinkt.
uncontrollable spending is mo-
ney disbursed by the social
security, medicare and other
social insurance trust funds.
Congress sets benefits at
certain levels, and the checks
automatically flow out from the
treasury. In fiscal 1971, these
outlays are expected to total
$51 5 billion, or more than one
fourth the total budget.
Some Other Figures
Here are 1971 figures for some
other built-in costs of govern-
ment which are immune to
control by the executive
branch:
Interest on the public debt,
$17.8 billion; veterans benefits,
$6.7 billion; military retired
farm price supports, $3.7
Mica.
In addition to these per-
manent open-end programs,
Congress frequently commits
the government to long-range
projects whose costs have to be
paid annually for many years.
Examples would be a major
Pay, $3.2 billion; public assis-,
flood control project for a new
tame grants (welfare and military weapons system.
medicaid) $8.5 brilinn; alid 
fiscal
yel:Zingthethegoveermnmingent will
spend $43.3 billion on contracts
and obligations entered into in
previous years.
In his budget message to
Congress, President Nixon
warned that the government is
getting so tightly locked into
spending programs that it is
very difficult to affect any
significant changes in national
priorities.
Little Effort Made
The situation is worsened by
the fact that, even among items
of spending that ostensibly are
subject to annual review, little
effort has been made up till
Drinks in Sky
Proving Good
Source of Revenue
COLUMBUS (UPI): Airlines have balked at Pay-
ing that new Ohio tax on flights in the state, but a
tax on cocktails served in the sky has caused nary
a murmer.
Under a formula worked out, the state receives
10 cents per drink served by the airlines during
flights in Ohio and Liquor Director Donald D. Cook
expects income from that source to reach.-$100,000
in 1970.
"THE FORMULA is based on miles flown over
Ohio," Cook said. "It was worked out by the de-
partment and then submitted to the airlines. They
approved it with some minor alterations."
The tax was approved by the Ohio Legislature
last year in a session that -also brought forth the
controversial airlines excise tax.
'United Airlines was the biggest taxpayer, with
$18,140 paid in the first eight months. Other pay-
ments include: American $11,150, TWA $6359,
Eastern $3034, Northwest Orient, $2860, Allegheny
$2300, Delta $492, Mohawk $56 and Piedmont $36.
COOK ALSO wants to discuss with the airlines
the possibility of their buying some of the liquor
from the state.
.'!.Because they do pay $50 for a, special permit,
airlines are eligible to buy liquor at I diseoent
rate from the department," he explained.
The 4 per cent excise tax is another matter
Airlines- have refurd to pay the tax, which is levied
on the entire passenger ticket on flights within
the state and on a portion of interstate flight*
which land or depart in..Dhio. The airlines have
taken the issue to court.
MBES MAFIA DEAUNGS 
the new chief of police .of
Cleveland, Ohio, William El-
lenburg tells newsmen he did
not accept payoffs from the
Mafia in Detroit to ignore an
abortion'Strirlurreported by 
a Detroit lawyer. Ellenburg
has instructed his attorneys
to file suits against the De-
troit man and a Detroit
newspaper.
now to determine whether long- an n1a1C1.
established programs as yie
Instead of requiring that each
program be justified anew each
year, the budget bureau and the
congressional apprcpriatioos
committees have assumed that
the previous spending level was
justified, and have focused
their scrutiny solely on any
additional spending sought by
By challenging that assump-
tion, Nixon this year found $2.2 1,
billion worth of programs that
could be radically reduced or t•
eliminated. But, as he
knows, this barely scratched
the surfece of the waste that
results annually from obsolete;
Ineffective and overlapping.
programs.
'SUPERB ENGINEERING'
Bumper-to-bumper, the new Datsun
Picku is built for a long, hard life.
Built with care and precision to do
your jobs with just routine mechani-
cal attention.
See The '70 Datsuns
at
- LASSITER McKINNEY
"USN
NO Swanton Street Murray, Ky.
Peanuts*
Nancy
WOW, WHAT A
HOCKEY GAME
Abbie 'N Slats
Lil' Abner
0
2
0
0
0
0
0 0
O o 0
0
0
0
0
0
.0
0
0 0
0
• 0
0
0
0
0
0
o 0
by Charles M. Schulz
GET AWAY
FROM THOSE
KNOTHOLES
•••• 11.. U S Poo 00—Al' tem • •
Coo. 1,701, [Moot Foion.
by Ernie Bushmiller
WE WANT TO SEE
THE ACCIDENT
11:
e •
71 dirgo.4 "III
1,161p)COSIV
Mt jilt 111
by R. Van Buren
IT'S HOMER'S IDEA. HE WELL ALL I
SAYS THE LESS I KNOw RIGHT GOT I WANT
NOW, THE BETTER IT'LL T' LEAVE T'
BE. MY WIFE,
10(J MEAN —
FOR THE
'PUBLIC?
BECKY—AND
IT'S NOT
MUCH •
CORRECTION. PLEASE.
ALL TO MRS SCRAPPLE
—EXCEPT THE LAND
YOU OWN SOMEWHERE
IN THE ACREAGE OF THE
FIRORDSED CRABTREE
CORNERS AI RPoR-r
BUT IM NOT
SURE
OWN
ANY LAND,
HOMER,
LEAVE 'THE
FINOiltiG *UT
TO ME
by Al Capp
No.,r-FoRIAE!!— IT HURTS
M`i ARM!! I'LL DO THE EY.TFtA
COMMERCIALS, NATURALIS
—AT 65,000 00 A M I NIUTE —
BUT GET SOME BUM TO
HOLD UP THE PRODUCTS!"
•
COMICS
APPLYING FOR
GUEST SHOTS,
WAIT HERE —
77
O.
se,
A
t . r • r ,
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Nunn...
(Centiaued From Pees I)
they proposed if they adopt
Nunn's susgestions.
"I feel when the taxpayers
money is used, it should be
used to the fullest advantage.'
I have an obligation to call it
to the attention of those who
are using public funds to utilise
them in the best advantage for
the people for which they are
being used," Nunn said. "I have
agonised about this matter and
I feel compelled to say that
the legislature should change
and instead of giving the teach-
ers $300 they should give them
$400 and they can do this with
the same amount of money."
House Speaker Julian Car-
roll, a Paducah Democrat, said
Nunn was playing the same ola
"juggling" game with figures.
He said teachers need the $200
the Democrats have proposed
for the first year to offset the
costs of inflation.
Nunn also noted candidly the
Democratic budget "in Si! prob-
ability will be passed" but
would not comment whether he
would veto all or any part of
it.
Today's
Stock 1iark4
NEW YORK (UPI).- Stocks
opened mixeCtoday in moder-
ate turnover.
A remark by a top Washing-
ton official that interest rates
may come &MR sooner than
moat people expect triggered a
sharp rally early in the week,
but the market fell back on
Wednesday. And many analysts
noted that stocks may continue
to drift /ewer Itafe Mere is
more concrete evidence of an
easing in monetary restraint.
Shortly after the opening, the
P 1 marketvride indicator
showed a loss of 0.08 per cent
on 553 issues traded. Of these,
221 declined, and 192 advanced.
Walt Disney opened 1/4 lower
at 143%, while Polaroid gave up
1 to 102½. Merck is Co.,
however, gained 1/4 to :107%,
and Avon Products 1/4 to 166YI.
American Telephone was un-
changed at 4854.
Among the oils, Jersey
Standard dipped Li to 56%
Cities Service % to 35%,
Atlantic Richfield % to 69 and
Texaco 1/4 to 25%. Occidental
was enchanged at 21, and
Superior edged up Vs to 124'/a.
in the electronics, Memorex
fell 4% to 111 after plunging
nearly 30 points Wednesday.
Burroughs lost 2% to 146ke
Control Data 1% to 63, and
IBM, ex-dividend, dipped to
336.-National Cash Register was
off V2 to 140, whlle Litton
gained % to 27, and RCA Vs to
30314.
Penn Central lost a point to
261/4 following an unfavorable
earnings statement, and South-
ern Pacific dipped % to 321/4.
loi. N. Riley Rites
Are Held Here Today
Funeral services for Joan 11.
Riley of 212 North 13th Street
were held today at 2:30 p.m. at
the chapel of the Max H. Church-
ill Funeral Home with Rev. B. R,
Winchester and Dr. H. C. Chiles
officiating.
Pallbearers were Buford Hurt,
Lee Lyons, H. J. Bryan, Vernon
Roberts, William Diuguid, and
Hafbrd Adams. Burial was in
the Murray Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. Riley, age 79, died Tues-
day at midnight at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
011ie Parks Riley; daughter,
Mrs. Watson Roberts; two sons,
Vernon and Eddie Riley; three
sisters, Mesdames Bonnie Fl-
ads, Lorene Fitch, and Beulah
Taylor; three brothers, Boyd,
Clifton, and Roy Riley; seven
grandchildren; one great grand-
child.
SEEN & HEARD . . .
Senate...
(ContIntsed From Page 1)
are needed. . nave been sty-
mied and progress is not being
made," Huddleston told his col-
leagues.
Among the major projects that
have been delayed by the tight
money market and the present
Interest rate ceiling have been
the $10 million riverfront park-
ing facility for Louisville, a $7.4
million educational building for
Eastern Kentucky University and
a $5 million bond issue for the
Lourdes Hospital at Paducah.
The Senate also approved 34-2
a bill to lower the age require-
ment from 21 to 18 for a chauf-
feur's license to operate a motor
vehicle for hire, such as taxi
cabs. A proposed amendment wh-
ich would have imposed a 1 a.m.
- '1 a.m. curfew for operations by
license holders under the age of
21 was defeated 30-3.
The measure which passed the
House and now goes to thegover-
nor, is designed primarily to aid
college students to earn money
while going to school.
(Continued From Page 1)
cause of their great number of
relatives and friends, influence
the consuming habits of many
other families.
milalstIna large families leadla
Influencing the consuming ha-
bits of their children who form
new marital iudts.
"Existing large families lead in
providing ministers, rabbis,
priesta Milifainteffser spirit-
ual leaded. _...
"Exilfing-Ikile -Mares lead in
influencing the conduct of life
of fteure gebeiations, and ac-
cording to recognized and com-
petent authorities Large fami-
lies lead in strengthening and*
stabilizing family life in the
United States."
The Board of directors of this
organization believes the econ-
omic and socialogical influence
of large families "can strength-
en all family life in the United
States."
So You see there is an argu-
ment on both sides of this issue
of. controlling the size of fami-
lies.
As good as their argument is,
however, we can't see doublidi
the world Populatiee by ithe
year 2000., If this comes to pass,
It may well be catastrbPhic-
New, got this one. Peace groups
over the country, wielding the
"fairness doctrine" of equal
time on radio and TV, are de-
mending time for anti-war and
anti-recruitment spots on TV
and radio. Some stations are
getting around these demands
by offering alternatives like
public affairs discussion time
HANDCUFFED. ‘V.iN-all la 1)1.11.
ars eirnier7 piiliie H f in
San Marcos Tex i• Lk,
to cria I t
. h,t, ht. la ,it
with using his polii e
t 0 Set Ii .1
g Ars ring in !hi: 1.0,1
1,•,000 Ata'.I 
:11Tvatad
In 14a•Veti \ Hill- Iminsior
.1.in If .11`1ca tripping .1 si-
lent taiir1:1.11 11.11-in Kick In
Sin Nti oa 11.• 1, it Anted in
the Chrietni.te Ese robbery
of A afrogstore.
Some turn them down cold
while others are acceptima the
spots for pay. The central theme
of these spots is the urging of
draft evasion.
We. place these peace groups
thinking in the same ..category
as the fellow who claimed he
was merely exercising his free
speech by' yelling fire in a
crowded theatre.
This is the age of crack pots,
warped and twisted thinking,
and the bending of many real
rights to suit the motives of
dissident minorities.
Wall Street
Chatter
••••,,
11.1.4itom
NO-POINT LANDING-The miniature tornado that struck Venice, Fla., plopped this plane
upside down -right through roof of its hangar. About two dozen planes sustained damage.
Child Welfare...
NEW YORK (MO-Flom Its
1969 high last May, the market
"has experienced a correction
of p per cent" and for all
practical purposes, is in the
same range as at the end of
1963, Shearson, Barnhill" Oa_
says. A substantial decline in
corporate earnings ewers to
have been discounted, "and for
those companies which are
likely to -have flat or higher
earnings, attractive buying
opportunities have been creat-
ed," It _ -
---
The market has yet to and
"a trustworthy footing," Stan-
dard & Poor's said. And there
Is little in the fundamentals to
encourage aggressive investing.
If panicky selling developes a
further decline could be swift
and the bottom could prove to
be very far down indeed, it
adds. The firm recommends
hustanding reserves until clea-
rer evidence emerges that the
market is stabilizing.
---
Make no purchases this week.
tan for "nimble in-and-out
trades," unless a selling climax
becomes apparent, Gould's
Position suggests. A selling
climax would be evidenced by
the tape running about a hail-
hour late, with averages
tumbling ZO points or more.
Getting too heavily iqvested at
this point will prove ineffecient,
the firm says, "because one of
the market's next phases will
involve a drying up of volume
as stranded shorts-are driven to
the s i d el ines along with
whipped bulls."
---
Spear & Staff does not at this
point recommend abandoning
stocks to buy bonds, except
where income is of paramount
Importance. The firm says the
outlook for bonds is still
sketchy and "gains based on
hopes for a substantial decline
in interest rates in the month
ahead appear to be ill-founded."
Those wine colored Sparrows
are not wine colored Sparrows,
but Purple Finches. They are
described as appearing to be
Sparrowl which have been dip-
ped in wine. 'Heed and parts
of the body are wine colored
and wings lbok like Sparrows
Same general family as Spar-
rows.
Chickadees, Juncoes are hang.
ing on and apparently depend.
ing on the feeder for most of
their food. We were covered up
with Sparrows this morning
which scattered each time a
Blue Jay arrivect then closed
back in as they left
A Ione Yellow Shafted Flicker
hanging on the Post Oak tend-
ing to his own business, and on-
ly one Starling swooped in with
his short fuselaged body pro-
pelled rapidly along.
SHE SEEKS EQUALITY
BOSTON (UPI)- A women's
rights advocate has urged the
state senate committee ota
commerce and later to repeal
all legislation "that designates
male and female." -
'The constitution doea not
say, we the males'; it says,
'we the people,' " Stephanie
Riopel of Worcester told the
committee Tuesday.
Sen. William X. Wall, chair-
man of the commission, coun-
tered: "I worked for the WPA
(the Works Progress Adminis-
tration of the New Deal). Could
you?"
"I moved pianos. Could
u?" Mrs, Riopel responded.•
MAKES Pft OCR FaS
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (UPI)-.-
Glenn "Bo" Schembechler,
head football coach at the
University of Micigan, is
making extremely good pro-
gress in recovering from a
heart attack, his doctors
reported Wednesday..
Schembechler suffered the
heart attack on the eve of the
Rose Bowl game which Michi-
gan lost to Southern California.
He's . expected to be able to
resettle his rTiachirs; duties on a
na.sis by this fall.
WEATHER
IMUOI
ABOVE
NORMAL
--------
Tv profile
Multitude of interests
busies Mark Lenard
By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Mark
Lenard, the villain in "Here
Come the Brides," is no stranger
to the logging camp setting of
the ABC series. He was a logger
himself before turning actor.
A native of Chicago who was
raised in South Haven, Mich.,
horseback riding and on short
junkets on weekends.
A former golfer, Lenard
swims and jogs along the beach
to keep fa. He intends to resume
playing tennis when the pressure
of the show slackens.
The family rarely entertains,
preferring to go out togethee
Mark is indifferent to clothes.
When he attends a rare party he
asea-tall, _hen/it:cone mail  es_ amazed. to see Hollywood
who is fascinated by the Pacifitteeeggiee dale what amounts to
Ocean. costume* rather than standard
He -imd his wife, -Ann; inaleirlittirge
their home in Pacific Palisades, a "I , guess it's a way of
suburb of Los Angeles. Their
house overlooks the sea with its
everlasting changes in color,
Mood and traffic.
The house Itself is open, light
and generously endowed with
glass. The decor is principally
French provincial with,- -a
conglomeration of continental
styling and reasonahta -imodern
furniture. There are three
bedrooms and a studio which is
separate from the house.
It is in the studio that Lenard
spends much of his time at
home. It also has a vista of the
restless Pacifie.
The studio is lined with
books and contains a stereo set
on_ which Lenard plays
everything from Beethoven to
the score from "Hair."
Mark Lenard is considerably
more than a journeyman actor.
He sviites short stories, is in the
middle of renoirei and currently
concentrating on screenplays.
When he wearies of the
typewriter Lenard turns to
sketching or painting in oils.
self-expression," he says. "I'm
always surprised to find a man in
a suit and necktie."
Lenard likes olcf,-Somfortable
clothes to which in becomes
attached. Ann frequently
attempts to give them away to
charity, but her husband
rummages through the carton of
cast-offs and reclaims sweaters
and shoes. ,
Rites Held Here Today
For Mrs. Richersoo
The funeral for Mrs. Lovie
Richerson of Murray Route One
was held today at one p.m. at
the chapel of the Max H. Church-
ill Funeral Home with Rev, Terry
Sills officiating.
Serving as pallbearers were
Lentils Hale. Reginald Butterwo-
rth, James Key, Raymond Math-
eny, Roy D. Hartsfteld, and Lean
Hall. Burial was in the Sinking
Springs Cemetery with the arr-
angements by the Max H. Chu-
rchill Funeral Home,
Mrs. Richerson, age 83, died
Tuesday at theAirmaCalloway
County lipspitaL
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Marvin Billinginn and Mrs. 
CharlesLassiter; two sons, John
Cletus Richerson and Rev. Huron
Richerson; seven grandchildren;
two great grandchildren.
----
WASHINGTON (UPI) - In a
plea for mandatory use of seat
belts the Highway Safety
Foundation, a nonprofit organi-
zation, said Tuesday their use
could have saved almost half of
the 55,200 lives lost in traffic
accidents in 1968.
HB 373 provides that all de-
tention facilities, whether in pri-
vate homes or institutions, shall
be subject to the supervision of
the Child Welfare
Another bill in the package
would require juvenile courts to
have an affidavit or sworn tes-
timony before assuming immed-
iate custody of a child when his
condition or surroundings adver-
sely affect his welfare, and allow
the child to be sent to a child-
care institution.
HB 376 would require juvea-
Ile courts to notify the Depart-
Meet of Child Welfare prior to
hearings concerning a modifica-
tion of the court's previous com-
mittment.
HB 371 would allow juvenile
courts to conduct hearings be-
(Cent!nueJ From Palm 1)
for the definition as "restaura-
nts"
HB 375 would require new
birth certificates in adoption cas-
es to require place of birth, hoe.
pttal and name of physician and
midwife to be given only upon the School has been released by
order of the court in which the school officials.
adoption was granted. Students making all A's in
all subjects attempted were La-
mar Harrell, eighth grade; Nan-
cy Kursave, tenth grade; Beth
Garrison, Mark Johnson, Gayle
Rogers, and Cindy Wagar, twel-
fth grade.
Making a B or above average
in all subjects attempted were
the following students:
Mary Beth Cavanaugh, Angus-
to May, Robert Mason, John
Whitmer, Debra Wiggington,
and Alison Wilferd, seventh
grade.
Gary Gibbs, Mirriam Hendon,
Doug McCann, Johnny Riley,
Rita Schiel, Richard Scott, Sam
Smith, "Pam Wilson, and Randy
Wright, eighth grade.
Pam White, Kip Meson, Ka-
thy Rogers, Sandy Futrell, and
Karen Russell, ninth grade.
Mary Tutt, Ellen Teitioff,
Sharon Moore, Kitty Milliken,
Katie Kemp, Kathy Jackson,
fore ordering needed medisai_ and Diane Clark, tenth grade.
treatments including surgery, for Kennie Colson, Vickie Cope-
its wards. land, Linda Humphreys, Linda
In Senate action, Owensboro Jones, Peter Sohiel, Cindy Ste-
Democrat Delbert kiltrPhy pro-_fele, Sue Ann Story, Joy Swann,
posed an alternate method for Amy Thompson, and Steve Win
calling a constitutional convert- tougeey, twelfth grade.
don.
The bill would call for pre-
clout and legislative district el-
ections to choose convention
nominees. The nominees would
then elect 100 delegates which
would convene a constitutional
convention to revise all or part
.of the constitutive.
After completion of its work,
the convention would disband and
the measure would be votedon by
theOthPuerblic.bills introduceck
SB 224 -to create local in -
dustrialdevelopment authorities
to aid in site selections for in-
idustrial and commercial parks.
SB 227 -to increase pay for
grand or petit jurors to $12.80
per day.
Semester Honor
Roll At School
Released Today
The honor roll for the first
semester at Murray University
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service, Thursday, Feb. 5, 1970
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
-Market Report -includes 10 Buy-
ing Stations.
Receipts 1574, Barrows and
Gilts Fully 75 cents Lower;
Sows, Steady.
US 2-3 200-230 lbs $27.75-28.25;
US 2-4 190-240 lbs 527.25-27.73;
US 2-4 240-260 lbs 526.75-27.25;
US 3-4 260-280 lbs $26.23-26.75;
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 523.00-24.00;
US 1-3 300450 lbs =.00-23.00;
US 2-a 450-650 lbs $21.00-22.00
Self-expression
He has a multitude of
interests and- makes time to
express himself despite a heavy
work schedule.
It is necessary for him to
drive almost 30 miles from his
home to Burbank and the
Columbia Pictures ranch where
the series is filmed. His schedule
is somewhat flexible, but
commonly he is at the studio by
7 or 7:30 a.m. and works 12
hours.
This- means he must be
stifling long before dawn and
must grab breakfast on the run
without disturbing Ann at home.
His hours resist family dinner,
too. Depending on his mood,
Mirk will stop for a bite to eat
on the way home, meet Ann at a
restaurant for dinner or, not
infrequently, have a late supper
with his wife at home.
r,
• The Lenards are the parents
of Catherine, 4, and Roberta: 9.
who share their parents' awe and
enjoyment of the blue Pacific.
On sunny days the entire
family heads for the beach to
swim and sunbathe. Because
Lenard sees less of his daughters
than he'd like during the week,
he takes them to the zoo,
EO
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The Jackson Purchase Historical Society's
aye'
Jackson
Purchase
SESQUICENTENNIAL
EDITION
MAY BE PURCHASED NOW AT THE OFFICE OF
LEDGER & TIMES
BOUND COPIES. .
The Jackson Purchase Historical Society has gathered
material for thn Edition for many months. Many
people throughout the area contributed materiel.
Time did not permit the use of some material which
the society hopes to use its later date This 121 page
Edition is in newspaper form with advertising from
area businesses. Several hundred pictures end several
hundred thousend words are used in The edition to
tell a portion of the history of this eight county area.
Much of the _metered is new and the entire edition is
the largest volufne in one edition covering the
Purchase ever compiled.
UNBOUND COPIES . . . $100
A pan of the revenue from be see of the Edition
will be given to the Jadtson Purchase Historical
Society to assist them in their continuing then efforts
to gather and preserve the history - of She Jackson
Purchase. This newspaper appreciates the tremendous
work of the Historical Society in this unusual
undertaking. Micro-144 copses of this Eikborr as weft
as bound copies ven benresented to area libraries for
use In their counties by interested student end
historians The Society appreciates the public's ;
oondibutions to Weition and regrets that some of
the material was tots late to be incorporated in the
history.
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NOTICE NOT1C11
1% INTEREST ON NEW
NOME LOANS
'CAN YOU QUALIFY?"
YOU MAY, READ THESE
REQUIREMENTS
RESIDENCE:
Must live in rural area, own
land in rural area, be employ-
ed in rural area or $200.00
as downpayment for loan ia
the city.
APPLICANT & INCOME:
Must; (1) Be a citizen 18
years of age or
older.
(2) Not own an ade-
quate home.
(3) Have good cred-
it and character
rating
(4) Have income to
pay living expen-
se and scheduled
loan payments
and other indebt-
DOOL
(5) Have income of
less than $8000 -
00 per year. (Lar-
ger income may
qualify if family
is exceptionally
large.)
If family owns an inadequate
home a loan may be made to
bring it up to acceptable stand
ards or family may sell it.
HOUSE RESTRICTIONS:
(1) Not exceed 1400_
• q. ft. !hashed
living space un-
- leas more than
(2) Carpet may be
installed on liv-
ing room and hall
floors only.
(3) One bath only for
family of less
than five mem-
bers.
(4) Not more than
three bedrooms
if family is not
more than five in
number.
(5) No central air-
conditioning sy-
stem.
(6) No den, T. V., or
rumpus room but
may include ex-
tra space for shop
if needed for
earning living.
(7) No elaborate, lux-
urious, expensive,
doors, windows,
built in cabinets,
bars, paneling,
etc.
(8) House may not
cost more than
$18,000.00 (does
not include cost
of lot and water
system).
(9) House must be of
conventional de-
(10) Must not have do-
uble carport or
garage.
SITE REQUIREMENTS:
Where loan funds are in-
volved in site purchase not
more than one acre may be
purchased. State Health
Dept. requires minimum of
10,000 square feet if septic
tank installed- otherwise
there are no set require-
ments as to size of lot.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL OR SEE GENE STEELY,
SOUTHS1DE SHOPPING CENT-
ER, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-7850. 7-7-C
SERVICES OFFERED
SAWS FILED electric heelers
and all anall appliances repels%
it sil a so. 12th St., 7534087.
Feb .-
FOR YOUR home remodeling,
additions and repairs. Free esti-
mates. Call 7534123 or 753-
Feb.-21
SEPTIC TANK TROUBLE. If
you are experiencing difficul-
ties with your septic tank call
oday, your problems may be
.Ived by simply pumping out
your tank. Call Steely & By-
um, Southside Shopping Cent.
r, Murray, Kentucky, 753-7850.
TFC
'ERIENCED , office worker
mires immediate employment.
ferences furnished. Fifteen
experience. Phone 753-
F-5-P
ears
2.
ATER LINES frozen? Call
53-4858 for fast thaw out.
DO ironing in the home.
hone 753-7384_ 7-6-C
OR RENT, SALE OR TRADE
• . IT x 63' MOBILE Home,
•bedrcetuf. Pbo(e 753.7950
r 2 00 p.
-
ANT
NOTICE To CREDITORS
Administration has been
granted by the county court
upon the following estates, to
wit:-
Dees Bynum, Dec'd.,
Louise W. Bynum, Route 1,
Murray, Kentucky, Administrat-
rix.
Lela Roberts, Dec'd.,
John D. Roberts, Jr., and
WM. G. Roberts, Co-Administra-
tors, 1706 Farmer Ave., Murray,
Kentucky.
William M. Washer, Dec'd.,
Merlin Washer, Murray, Ken-
tucky, Route 7, Administrator.
Finnis C. Collins, Dec'd.,
R. C. Miller, Administrator,
Murray, Kentucky, Route 2.
Jewell Ezell, Dec'd.,
Helen E. James, Hazel High-
way, Murray, Kentucky, Exe-
cutrix.
Toy Lenning, Dec'd.,
Ruby Lenning, Board Street,
Murray, Kentucky, Executrix.
W. D. Clopton, Dec'd.,
James Dale Cloptce, Vine
Street, Murray, Ky., Executrix.
David Elmo Harmon, Dec'd.,
Josephine Ellis, Peggy Ann
Drive, Murray, Ky., Executrix.
Clara Smiley, Dec'd.,
LouireHe B. Siedd, Elm St,
Murray„ Kentucky, Executrix.
All persons having claims a-
gainst said estates are notified
to present them to the Admin.
lstrators--Or EieCuteri verified
according to law, same to be
presented to said Admini.strat.
ors and Executors in due course'
of law.
This February 2nd., 1970.
Marvin Harris, Clerk,
BY: Dewey Ragsdale, D C
1TP
POE SALE
10% OFF on all frames during
the month of February. Over
200 samples to choose from at
The Gallery, Mayfield Road,
open from 12-I5 six days.
F-6-C
SOLID OAK merchandise ta-
bles. 27" wide by 55" long; 34
inches high. Phone Littleton's,
753-4623.. 7-6-C
1960 35 FERGUSON tractor,
disc, plow, and blade. Phone
753-4668. 76-C
USED COLOR Television with
new picture tube. Price reason-
able. Dunn TV & Appliance,
118 South 12th Street. Phone
753-3037. r•fi-C
AEC REGISTERED German
Shepherd puppies, six weeks
old. Phone 436-5841. 7-5-C
TWO-PIECE early American liv-
ing room suite. $75.00. Phone
753-7435. F-10-NC
TWO MALE English Setter
pups, 34 months old. $50.00
each. Phone 753-7585. F-5-P
PUBLIC SALE
Hazel
Baptist Church
Hazel, Kenutcky
February 7, 1970
1:00 p.m.
BURLEN HOLSAPPLE.
AUCTIONEER
To Be Sold . . .
• 7-room 14-story
brick house
• 4-room 1-story
frame house
• Gas Heaters
• 3 pianos
• Kitchen range
• Water healers
• OH Stoves
• Wood benches
Inspection of items to be
sold may be done at any
time.
TWIN BEDS, springs and mat-
tress, good condition. Also
three quilts. Call 753-3987.
7-8-C
"SAVE WITH SAFETr' . . .
Uncle Jeff's Discount Pharm-
acy. No matter what the Drug.
No matter who the Doctor. Ask
our price. No obligation. Shop
and Compare . . Open Sundays
74-C
)41) CHPROLET truck, good
condition. Will trade for hogs
435-5602 after 6 p. m. F-8-P
400 BALMS Jap hay, 70 cents a
bale. 400 bales Tennessee Clo-
ver hay, 75 cents bale. Call 753-
4713. 7,6-C
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
-buy or rent. 1 used Balwin
grand piano, 1 used Spinet pi-
ano, 1 used Baldwin organ. Le-
nard° Piano Company . . .
across from post office . .
Paris, Tennessee.
1:1-1TC
220 VOLT electric heater. Used
just a few hours. Nice discount.
Call 492-8792. 7-7-P
IMTABLLSHEI) PIZZA Shop
Good location, nice business.
Selling due to other iotrests.
Apply P. 0. Box 312, Evans-
ville, Indiana. F-11-C
1960 MOBILE HOME, 10' x 45',
2-bedroom. Price reduced for
quick sage ,call 753-9772. F-7-C
1969 NONDA 350 Strambler,
300 actual miles. See or call
Eric Harvey after five p. m.,
phone 753.7825. F-7-C
NOTICE
BELTONE factory fresh hear-
leg aid batteries for all make
hearing sits. Wallis Drugs.
1970 CALENDAR Desk Stands
and refills are now available at
the Ledger & Times Office Sup-
ply stcre. TFNC
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser-
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
IL Sanders. Phone 382-3932
Lynnville, Kentucky. Feb.-20-C
SONNY HOOKS Wheel Align-
ment, 408 North 4th Street, an-
nounces fill time, day or night
wrecker service. Phone 753-
6779 days or 7534487 nights.
Also wheel alignment, tire bal
ancing of any kind, -including
Mag wheels and trucks, tire ro-
tation and brake repair, muf-
fler and eehitnil: frame wok of
any kind as well as state in-
spection. Also Sonny has good
used tires in most all sizes.
F-5-C
SIGN UP now fOr guitar les-
sons at Leach's , Music. Cost,
en.00 per week. Phone 733-7575
for further information. 7-9-C
RED WING SHOES
For work, sports and lei-
sure. In sizes AA-EEEE,
6 to 16. Call or drop in and
try on your size!
WING
 4
FOR RENT
Tb IN
24 OUR
RADIO DISPATCHED
EXPERIENCED OPERATORS
TOWING and ROAD SERVICE
153-9132
7134234 v 153-1131
McCLARO S SHELL
AUTOS POR SALE
1965 GMC pick-up, fink class
condition. Cell 733-7948 after
7 p. m. 7-7-P
1985 ECONOLINE Van, new mo-
tor, only 9,000 miles. Good
transmission, new tires, good
body, $800.00. Phone 753-9509.
F-9-C
1969 CAMERO, red with black
Interior. Take over payments,
have been drafted, must sell.
Phone 753-1400 after 5:00 P. 21-
7-4-C
1988 VOLKSWAGEN Beetle,
low mileage, one owner. Call
753-7918. 74-P
1962 CHEVROLET, Super Sport,
327 V-8, automatic. $350.00.
Phone 753-9413. 7-7-C
1967 FORD pick-up, V-8 engine,
standard transmission, custom
cab, two tone, green and white.
One owner, new truck trade in,
$1495.00. Parker Ford, Inc.,.
corner of 7th and Main Street.
Phone 753-5273. F-7-C
1966 FORD pick-up, six cylinder
engine, standard transmission,
locally owned. Very low mile-
age. Mud and snow tires. White
with red interior, $1295.00.
Parker Ford, Inc., corner of
7th and Main Street. Phone 753-
5273. F-7-C
1967 CHEVROLET pick-up, long
wide bed, V-8 engine, standard
transmission, radio, dark blue
finish, with light blue interior,
$1495.00. Parker Ford, Inc.,
Corner of 7th and Main Street.
Phone 753-5273. 7-7-C
1966 FORD pick-up, V-8 engine
standard transmission, long
wide bed, two tone, red and
and white. Snow and mud tires,
23,000 actual miles. One owner,
$1395.00. Parker Ford, Inc.,
Corner of 7th and Main Street
Phone 753-5273. F-7-C
NICE PRIVATE rooms, with kit-
chen privileges for college boys.
Phone 753-5865 or 753-5108.
ITC
TWO-BEDROOM duplex apart-
ments, central heat and air,
built-in range, commie tile bath,
carpet throughout Call or see
CAM Steely, Southside Shop-
ping Center, Murray, Kentucky,
753-7850. TFC
TWO - BEDROOM apartment,
carpeted, refrigerator and stove,
air conditioned. Couples- and
teachers only. Call 753-2898.
F-5-NC
Nights, Sundays, end Helidays
ROOM for two boys, private en-
trance, refrigerator. Call 753-
74811 after 4 p. m., 107 North
17th Street. TFC
MODERN BRICK HOUSE, two
miles from city, furnished or
unfurnished two bedroom, large
living room, den, kitchen, din-
ing room, 11/2 baths, electric
beat, air conditioned. On large
Lot. Phone 753-3274 or 492-8385.
F-5-P
NEATLY FURNISHED two-bed-
room apartment, kitchen and
den. Located at 100 South 13th
Street. kellys Pest Control.
7-5-C
TWO-BEDR.00M house trailer,
electric heat. Phone 753-7856.
7-9-C
DEAL ESTATE POE &ALM
THREE-BEDROOM house on
corner 14th and Poplar. Has
wall-to-wall carpet, garage, den,
extra nice shady corner lot,
owner must sell before the .1st
of March. Any reasonable bid
will be considered.
INCOME PROPERTY: House lo-
cated at 1622 Miller, now rent-
ing for $270. per month can
be bought for $15,250.
306 N. 8th STREET a Duplex
Has 2 bedrooms, living room,
kitchen, bath with tub and show-
er on one side, 1 bedroom, liv-
ing room, kitchen, bath with tub
and shower on other. Has gas
heat, 2-ear garage. The smaller
side is now rented for $65.00
per month, $11,250.00 full price,'
can be financed.
EXTRA NICE 2-bedroom brick
on large lot. Has central heat
and air-conditioning, carpet,
beautiful bath, lots of cabinets,
carport, $15,000:-
3-BEDROOM brick rins Catalina
Drive. Has two baths, drapes,
range, carport with outside stor-
age. Possession with deed, $19,
500.
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick that
has everything. Large entrance
hall, extra large family room,
range, dishwasher, disposal, 2
baths, central heat and air, car-
peted throughout, double car-
port, lots of closets, patio, con-
crete drive to street, possession
with deed.
EXTRA LARGE shady lot, only
3 bleep from University, could
maketwo smaller lots. Also 6
nice lots on Sherrie Lane. We
have-lots -ef lots ior most ever
section of Murray. See us be-
fore you buy a lot. They range
IMML IMITATE rot SAW
LARGE 3-BEDROOM brick home
in Grove Heights, 5 miles east
of Mnrray. Exterior of white
roman brick with a stone chim-
ney. Has central heat and air,
2 ceramic baths, hardwood
floors and carpeting. fireplace
in living room, kitchen bunt-
ing, sliding glass doors from
dining area to the concrete
patio, large utility room com-
plete with washer and dryer,
attic storage, carport Call us
for an appointment to see one
of the area's finest homes.
LARGE 3-BEDROOM brick
home in Westwood Subdivision.
Has central heat and air, 2
ceramic baths, carpeting, kit-
chen built-ins, panelled family
room, large utility room, oar-
port and outside storage.
3-BEDROOM brick at 1620 Ca-
talina. Has 1% ceramic baths,
kitchen built-ins, gas central
heat & air, carpeting and drapes,
large utility mom, carport.
Owner will assist in financing.
3-BEDROOM BRICK at 1615 Bel-
monte Drive. Hal electric cen-
tral heat and air, carpeting, kit-
chen built-ins, sliding glass
doors to the patio, natural wood
finish on interior doors and
trim, utility room and carport.
Available immediately.
3-BEDROOM FRAME home in
Hazel. Has 3-room garage apart-
ment that can be utilized as
a source cd revenue. Several
items of household furnishings
are included in the low asking
price.
PRICE REDUCED on the 2.
bedroom frame home located
..at the intersection ef Hwy_ 121
and New Providence Road.
TRIPLEX near downtown Mur-
TWO-BEDROOM trailer witla4A-Innice-from 32650.00. up. nay. Each
 of the three units has
carpeting and washing machine. EXTRA NICE 3-bedroom house 
2-hecTroonis, ceramin bath, attic
Couples nnly. Phone 753-7920•
74-C
TWO-BEDROOM unfurnished a-
partment and one-bedroom un-
furnished apartment. Phone
753-5079. 14-C
ROOM FOR BOYS. One and two
bedroom furnished apartments.
Zimmerman Apartments, South
16th Street. Phone 753-6609.
F-5-C
TWO-BEDROOM trailer, $60.00
per month. Phone 489-3521. Lo-
fted Hale's Trailer Court
F-6-C
CLEAN four-room furnished r
pertinent, gas heat, washer and
dryer connections. Rent $65.00
per month. Phone 489-3623.
F-6-C
on south 7th Street. This house
Is' in excellent condition. Has
car-bet, nfee bath, large living
room, kitchen, dining area, util-
ity., carport. Possession - with
deed.
INTERESTED in a cheaper Du-
plex then you need to look at
the one on Pine Street. Has
large hall. With large living
room, kitchen and bedroom on
each side, one large room up-
stairs ceiled, one unfinished for
less than $10,000.
NICE FURNISHED touse for
four or five college boys. One-
f- frcm collepe. Call
753 5365 days or 753-5108 after
the p. m. • 7-7-C
see us at 505 Main St. We are
always glad to talk Real Eestate
at ROBERTS REALTY.
7-7-C
TWO-BEDROOM house, avail-
able now. Ample cabinet and
closet space. Electric heat. Ref-
erences required. At 405 South
10th Street. Phone 753-6240.
F-7-P
TWO-BEDROOM trailer for cou-
ple only or one person. Apply
after 4:00 p. m. at Dill's Trailer
Court. Located at Murray Drive-
In Theatre entrance. TFC
1963 CHEVROLET •two - tont
truck, V-8 engine, four speed
transmission, two-speed rear
end. Mud and snow tires. A
good clean truck, $3095.00 Park-
er Ford, Inc., Corner of 7th
Annual Clearance
We are now having our
Winter Clearance on
and Main Street. Phone 753 SUITS and SPORT COATS
5273. F-7-C up to SO°. Discount
FAMILY SHOE
Open-Fri. HII S p. m.
Murray, Ky. F13c
alusamme. 
FEMALE HELP WANTED
WANTED: experienced dinner
cook, must be A-1 in prepara-
tion of meats vegetables, sauces,
etc. Day shift. Steady year
round employment. References
required. No phone calls. Ap-
ply in person, Colonial House
Smorgasbord. 76-C
ELECTRONICS Opportunity. If
you have an interest in elec-
tronics, but find opportunities
are limited in your area, we
have a position In a nearby
West Tennessee community. Ra-
dio and TV repair experience
or equivalent necessary. , Paid
vacation and other company
benefits available. If you have
owned or worked in TV repair
shops and find you have reach-
ed your maximum, but would
still like to stay in electronics;
Send resume to Bob Kimbro,
Box 100. Nashville, Tennessee
37N)2
HELP WANTED
CURB HOP wanted. Night :hilt,
5:00 p. m. to fl p. a., male or
female. Apply in person to Dan-
Castle, Chestnut Street. No
phone calls please. TFC
WANTED: Car hostesses and
cooks. Apply in person or phone
753-7793 or 753-8858. K-N Root-
beer Drive In, corner of 4th
and Sycamore. 7-5-C
1958 DODGE tractor, V-8 en-
gine, five speed transmission.
two speed rear end. Full air
with 5th wheel. Ideal to pull
a Lo-boy $595.00. Parker Ford,
Inc.; Corner of 7th and Main
Street. Phone 753-5273. F-7-C
1965 DODGE 1/2-ton pick-up
Slant 6 motor, white, short
wheel base. First class condi-
tion Reasonable price. Baxter-
Bilbrey, phone 753-5617 or af-
ter 5 00 p m. 753-1257. F-7-C
SHIRTS
up to 50°<, Discount
SWEATERS
30% to Stro Discount
Thekollege Shop
214 North 15th Street -1
Plane 753-3242 f5c
THREE CHOICE FARMS for
sale in the Murray area:
No 1. 351 ACRES between Fur-
year, Tennessee and the lake,
right on Highway 140. (ood
improvements, nearly all open
land, good loan available.
No. 2. 160 ACRES on a good
blacktop highway, about 3 miles
northeast of Tri-City. Belongs
to a man from Missouri and he
says sell.
4No. 3. 220 ACRES near Burnett
Chapel Church on both sides of
Highway 97. One of the best
farms and well located.
CALL MAJORS REAL STATE,
Wingo, Ky., 376-2323. F-7-C
FOUR-BEDROOM green Seined
Atrium house. Central heat and
air, carpeted, family room, two1
baths, double garage, 
Droplet*. 
district. Phone 753-7906. WC M 
d AdamsLarge court yard, city school, al e
BY OWNER, 
"ree.bedminbrick home. Large faMile- room, Is B ac k
two utility rooms. Mall and bus
S. W. of Murray. For appoint-
routes, on blacktop road, 4 miles 
In T S •1 h
stniage, electric range, air con-
ditiones and draperies. Quality
bbuilt
uredt t°o thkeepneedain inteof nancqualeifiedt°
a minimum.
157 ACRES known as the Ed
Rogers farm. Located on an
Cleve Road, only 3 miles N. E
of Murray. This farm has been
kept in a high production stat-
us for many years. Priced $255
acre.
140' x 198' WOODED LOT, on
blacktop road, near Cherry
Corner Baptist Church.
110' x 400' LOT, on blacktop
road, near Locust Grove Bap-
tist Church
NEW 3-BEDROOM
.
brie tomes-
in Jackson Acres, Lynnwood
Estates and Fairview Acres ap-
provedjpr financing at 6 1/4%
with low monthly payments tai-
"THE GUY'S GOT STYLE" was
a young woman's comment
when Dr. Wernher Von
Braun made this "with it"
appearance at a recent
NASA meeting in Washing-
ton. The mustache and beard
are fairly new. So is his job,
beginning in March when he
will be 58-new NASA post
of deputy administrator for
planning Ifuture space ex-
ploration). Von Braun, "loot-
ed" from Hitler's lost legions
after World War II, has been
director of Marshall Space-
fliginCenter, Huntsville, Ala.
ON NORTH 4th Street we have
a house with lot extending thro-
ugh N. 5th Street. The 4th
Street house has 5-room house,
the 5th Street lot has old block
building. Will sell together or
sepr rate, buyers,
CALL 753-165a or eerie by and-To Buy _me us! TO SELL
....list with us!
FULTON YOUNG REALTY, 4th
& Maple Street. Phone 753-7333
Home phones: Fulton Young,
7534946; Ishmael Stinson, 7537
1534. F-8-C
New business
in Philippines • stir
MANILA. (UPI) -A total of wit
5 6 7 7 new. .business firms
regtstered -VIelf-the •
Securities and Exchange gre,
Commission and the Bureau
Commerce -lir --the----firstelx-Mar-
months of 1969.
These, firms, had a collective .i.t1
paid-up capital- of 198 million
pesos ($49.7 million). They
included 4,038 -single
proprietorships, 1,134
corporations and 505
partnerships.
01
lii
Current Trend .
PITTSBURGH (UPI) -
Electric utilities are keeping coal
in the black.
• According to .1-6-y--7Z
Manufacturing Company, I
prpducer of coal mining
michinery, utilities will burn
approximately 407 million tons
of coal in 1972 to generate the
amount of electricity required,to
meet U.S. needs alone. in 1964
the power companies consumed
229 million tons of coal and an ,.
estimated 315 million. tons was
used in 1969 to meet electricity
demands.
A-T-T-E-N-T-I-O-N
All Members of the
MERCHANTS CREDIT ASSOCIATION
Please turn in all your delinquent
accounts after February I 0 so that
proper action might beAaken.
Merchants Credit Association
merit contact Jerry Monnvorthy,
753-5013 or 753-8507. 7-10-C -
WANTED: Palace Drive In has
openings for waitresses and kit-
chen help, full time. Apply in
person. Palace Drive In, 16th
and ChestnuL 78-C
WANTED: Lady to do day time
baby :thine. Phone 762-4006 be-
tween 3:30 and 3:00 p. m. 7-7e:
WANTED TO WY
WANTED: used refrigerator
and• itinyl couch. Cali 753-7770
or 436 5862 F4C
CARD OF THANKS
I want to thank all of my
friends who were so 'good to
me while l was in the Hospital.
Let me say thanks to my
W M. U Class for the beauti-
ful cards that were sent. Also
thanks to Elish, Orr, .Jerl W.
Paschall,: Dr. Donald Hughes
_need 'the nurses that were so
kind.
May God- bless you is rty
prayer" '•;
Mrs. Pauline Cooper
1.1‘P
11ORNBUCKLE'S BARBER SHOP
213 Spruce Street Phone 753-3410
Open
ruesday • Friday  3 30 9 30
Saturday  1 4
- Closed -Sundays -
OFFERING ALL SERVICES . . .
HAIRCUTS  75t
SHAVES   65e
SHAMPOO  135e
Central Florida produces 28
Million tons of phosphate
annually - 70 per cent of
l'nited States and 30 per cent of
world need. 4
The Circus World Museum is
',mated in lianihoo. Wis.. home
of line.itin‘ing Bros. Circus.
e wim
By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI).- Maud
Adams is back in the enter
meat swim.
Those of occult persuas
need not cry out in triumph.
The original Maude Adams
(with an "E") departed this
vale in 1953.
It was she who starred as
Broadway's first Peter Pan
(1906-07) and other such plays
as "Little Minister," "Chanti-
cleer" and "What Every
Woman Knows." -
What every woman doesn'
know Is that there is a second
Maud Adams- an exquisite
Swedish beauty with long, dark•
 blonde hair, perfect features
and, more's the pity, size 91/2
Fort Bliss, located in El Paso, fed.
Tex.. is the nation's largest Why - it • the Swedes
defense center. invariably send us gorgeous
actresses with shoes the size o
an armada, Ingrid BergmanThe Washington quarter was.and Greta Garth, for exampleintroduced in 1932.
.• • are not on record for homing• men drink from their slippers.
• Only W. C. Fields could quaff
duck quantities.
The average annual rainfall in The new Maud Adams comes
Hone Kong is 145 inches, by. tier name through marriage,
unlike the original who changed
her name from Maude Kiska&
den.
The 1970 model zas born
Maud Wikstrom in 1945 in
Lulea, a snowball's throw from
the Arctic Circle, She married
an American named Adams
and came to the United States
innocent of the fact another
actress named Adams had
made her mark on the world a
half century earlier.
"I modeled for three years in
New York," Maud said in a
combination Swedish - English
accent which she calls Swill.
glish.
Maud makes her movie debut
for Cinema 'Center Films la
"The Christian Licorice Store"
with Beau Bridges. Her pre-
vious acting experience is
limited to television commer-
cials, 20 in all,
"We have finished the mo-
vie," she continued, "and it will
be difficult returning to model-
ing. You get a better grasp of
people when you work with
them in films. Modeling is
more impersonal.
"I was skeptical about
making a movie at first
because so many of my model
friends left New York to come
to Hollywood for screen tests.
"They were encouraged to
take acting lessons and nothing
ever came of' t."
The other a did not wear size
93 z shoes. speak Swinglish or
bear a name 'as distinguished
as Maud Adams. At 5-feet-3-
inches Maud is too large to
play Peter Pan. But that role
has been done before.
1
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THE LEDGER & TIMES IUKKAY. 
KENTUCKY
Some investment "deals" offer get-rith-quick profits
.• . but you .can lose_ your_shirt_wilh some of these
schemes.
Other investment "opportunities" offer ho-hum yields
and long, long-term appreciation in return for keeping
your money safe.
Neither deal is much of a bargain.
But we've got a blue chip investment for
you that's 100% safe, and at the same
time gives you substantial earnings.
HAZEL, KY,
EJ_JJJEIF , -J EJ El a El 
,t1 El 1.
We call it our Blue Chip Savings Account: today's
no-r4sk, .high-interest invegrgent--that combines the
best of -  -
You can consider it a...!:.higblyield growth invest-
ment." Or a rock-solid cornerstone of family financial
structure. Or both:-
Talk with us soon about opening your own Blue
Chip Savings Account. And we'll see to it
that your money starts getting the kind
of interest it deserves.
BLUE CHIP
SAVINGS
ACCOUNT
You will receive absolutely FREE a 6 piece place setting of beautiful Montrose Sta
inless Flat-
ware with an initial deposit of 525 00 or more to your Blue Chip Savings Account or by adding
$25.00 or more to your present passbook savings You may purchase additional place settings for
only S1.19 each time you deposit $25.00 or more to your Blue Chip Savings Account.
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The other evenin
hod settled over
aide, and all living
already settled d
night except for th
beasts. The sun la
set and darkness h
looked out the wi
the bird feeder a
the ground we bar
the tiny bit of fl
still picking amon
What this little ./1
bag up at that tim
evening, wen nevi
clock was evident
then ail the rest
and that inclefinah
within hilt that wt
to fly into the woi
shelter for the col
not yet stirred
breast.
The cruel cold
deepened, and a gu
Intensified the brit
looked out severe
ke was still at w
morns the seeds
be could not even
not there thei next
his clock must h
struck the proper h
Row he found his
night's shelter is
the all mysteriti
We could not help
on the great maze
contained within St
taw entire universe,
Continued On Pa
Demands
Presented
Fulton Boa!
The Fulton Cots
Iducation failed to 1
ediate action last
being presented w,
demands by a gri
than 50 black stud(
ents.
The demands ca
mediate action in
alleged racial discr
oblems at Fulton
School. Some 22 s
blacks and whites,
temporarily expelle
ed recently for viol:
ool's rule prohibith
or beards.
All but seven o
all blacks, have ret
ool after complying
mustache, anti-bear
Neal Little, chat
school board, said:
eting of the board w
soon to consider
presented by the bl
The Black Studer
mmittee's demands
into two categorie
and representation.
WEATHER
i'mes lel
West Kentucky:
dy today, tonight a
with a few periods
Or drizzle. Slight
day and Saturday.
In the upper 40s ti
50s, low tonight in
90s to low 40s, hi
In the low to midd
poutherly 10 to 1,
hour today, lowet
than 6 miles per
Probability of rain
today. 30 per cei
Saturday night a
showers en cillneThi
colder.
Kentucky Lake, '
up 0.1; below dam,
no gates open.
Barkle) Lake, 7
0.4; below dam 3:
SunrLse 6:55; sun
\loon sets 6:04 D.
